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Abstract
Thanks to novel experimental techniques, physicists are now able to characterize the dynamics of
interacting surfaces down to molecular length scales. This possibility has brought fresh interest
in the field of friction and has opened a new branch of research, nanotribology, whose aim is the
study of tribological properties of sliding systems in terms of fundamental atomistic dissipative
mechanisms. Far from being a mere academic problem, understanding and controlling friction at
the nano-scales can have a great impact on many technological applications, from energy con-
version and saving, to transportation and micro-machining. To reach this goal it is essential to
develop theoretical tools able to tackle this problem. In absence of a general theory of friction,
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations represent, at the moment, one of the most powerful ap-
proaches able to explain and predict the behaviour of nanoscale interfaces. Within the context
of nanotribology, this thesis deals with some fundamental aspects of friction between dry crys-
talline surfaces. Anticipating experiments, it reports results obtained by means of realistic MD
simulations of artificial model-systems currently under experimental investigation for application
in nanotribology.
Qualitatively, the sliding properties of crystalline interfaces can be interpreted based on the
mutual interaction between the potential energy landscapes generated by the two touching lat-
tices. These may be described as periodic, two dimensional sequences of wells and hills, corre-
sponding to repulsive and attractive regions of the surfaces. Commensurate geometries corre-
spond to atomically locked configurations, where the atoms of each interacting plane adapt into
the wells of the potential landscape generated by the other one. When driven out of equilibrium
by an applied shear force, this kind of atomic locking, or interdigitation, generally determines
mechanical instabilities, which in turn lead to violent depinning events and high dissipation.
Atomic locking may still occur, but may also be avoided in incommensurate interfaces, in which
case friction shows more smooth and gentle sliding regimes. The ordered atomic arrangement
of crystalline surfaces therefore offers a peculiar way to reduce friction, that is by controlling
the geometry of the interface, e.g., by rotating relative to each other two originally aligned and
commensurate surfaces.
The above picture applies to clean, chemically inert, and atomically flat crystal surfaces.
To describe in a quantitative way real systems, one has to take into account many other ef-
fects whose interplay determine the overall tribological response. They include elasticity of the
surfaces, plastic deformations, and the presence of steps, defects and impurities, not counting
chemical interactions and other processes involving the direct excitations of electronic degrees of
freedom. From the experimental point of view, the fine features of the interface are hardly acces-
sible because buried. Usually only macroscopic average values of some arising physical quantities
are measured, which hinders the possibility to keep track of each distinct mechanism at play.
From the theoretical point of view, developing a general theory different from brute-force with
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quantitative predictive power is also difficult, and phenomenological models are usually adopted
which apply only to a reduced number of cases. However, there exist a class of real systems where
these complications are absent or mitigated, allowing for detailed experimental and theoretical
investigations. On one hand, one (1D) and two dimensional (2D) artificial crystals of charged par-
ticles trapped inside optical lattices offer the possibility to study the dynamics of ideal crystalline
interfaces with all interface parameters under control, including commensurability and substrate
interaction strength. On the other hand, surface science and ultra high vacuum techniques sup-
ply clean and atomically flat substrates, suitable for the study of the sliding properties of two
dimensional monolayers of adsorbate atoms. Both these systems are very well characterized, and
allow for accurate realistic MD simulations where geometrical effects, and interface elastic and
plastic deformations effects are investigated in great details.
In view of future experiments, this thesis reports results of MD investigations of some fun-
damental tribological aspects in low dimensional incommensurate interfaces formed by: (i) 1D
cold-ion chains trapped in optical lattices, (ii) 2D charged colloids monolayers interacting with
laser-induced periodic potentials, (iii) 2D islands of rare gas atoms physisorbed on clean metal-
lic substrates. These simulations show that incommensurate linear chains of trapped cold ions
display a rich dynamics when forced to slide over a periodic corrugated potential. That suggests
that they can be adopted to investigate in detail the external-load dependent transition between
the intermittent stick-slip motion and the smooth sliding regime, as well as the precursor dynam-
ics preceding the onset of motion. Both of them are shown to display paradigmatic behaviours
observed in sliding contacts at any length scales. Incommensurate two dimensional interfaces re-
alized by colloidal crystals in periodic fields have been simulated to study the pinning transition
from the locked (finite static friction) state, to the “superlubric” – zero static friction – free-sliding
state, which is predicted to occur as a function of decreasing substrate potential strength. In a
range of parameters compatible with recent experiments, that is a first order (structural) phase
transition of the colloid monolayer, showing analogies with the superlubric to pinned “Aubry
transition” extensively studied in the one dimensional discrete Frenkel-Kontorova model of dry
friction. Moreover, realistic simulations show that relative misfit rotations between the colloidal
slider and substrate may significantly affect the dissipation under steady sliding even in gen-
uinely incommensurate geometries, by changing the degree to which the soft deformable slider
interdigitates within the hard, non deformable optical substrate. This is a result of more gen-
eral validity, since a similar mechanism must be at play in any incommensurate 2D crystalline
interface. Finally, in order to understand the persistent static friction force observed in quartz
crystal microbalance experiments on highly clean surfaces, extensive numerical simulations of
substrate-incommensurate model rare-gas islands have been performed, which, in absence of any
other sources of pinning, describe how the island edges alone may play the ultimate role in
determining the overall barrier preventing the onset of global sliding.
Chapter 1
Introduction and Motivations
Tribology is the branch of physical science dealing with adhesion, friction and interface rheology.
Nanotribology is the branch of tribology concerning the study of nanometer size contacts, where
atomic details start playing a relevant role in determining the sliding properties of the interface.
This thesis is devoted to the investigation of some fundamental aspects of sliding friction between
dry crystalline surfaces. To this aim we report theoretical investigations based on realistic molec-
ular dynamics simulations of artificial “toy-models”, recently proposed as tools for applications
in nanotribology.
1.1 Background
Frictional interaction between sliding bodies is an old problem in physics, and one of the most im-
portant from a practical point of view. When two bodies slide against each other non-conservative
forces arise resisting their motion, which transform – dissipate – kinetic energy into internal en-
ergy, sometimes causing irreversible damages to the surfaces. Large friction is important in many
practical applications, e.g., car tires. On the other hand, reducing dissipation and wear is of
primary concern in many human activities. It has been estimated that improvement in tribology
would allow to save about 1.6% of the gross national product in developed countries [1]. However,
friction is a complex problem, and despite its great technological relevance, we are still far from
a general theory of friction able to give quantitative predictions.
The basic laws of dry frictional sliding, i.e., without lubrication, between macroscopic bodies
are almost five centuries old [2], and can be summarized as follows. A force Fs – the static friction
force – is needed to start the motion of a rigid body initially at rest. When sliding is initiated,
steady state motion may be maintained by applying a force FD – the dynamic friction force –
whose work is dissipated via Joule heating both inside the slider and the substrate, or converted
into plastic deformations of the interface. The well known (Amontons-Coulomb) macroscopic
friction laws state that:
1. Fs and Fd are independent on the apparent area of contact between the objects;
2. Both static and dynamic friction are proportional to the applied load N : Fs = µsN ,
Fd = µdN . The friction coefficients µd,s depend only on specific material properties, and
usually µd < µs.
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A third law is usually attributed to Coulomb and states that µd does not depend on the sliding
velocity, at least for ordinary sliding speeds. From everyday life experience we are all quite familiar
with these phenomenological statements, which are reasonably well obeyed for a wide variety of
materials, but when one tries to justify them from a microscopic point of view the problem
shows up to be one of great complexity. The first attempt to describe the origin of dissipative
sliding starting from general principles dates back to the work of Coulomb. Without a proper
knowledge of the atomic structure of matter he considered whether dissipation could arise from
the interlocking of macroscopic rigid asperities. In his model he assumed that dissipation amounts
to the energy needed to lift up the two surfaces in order to allow asperities to slide past each
other. However, he was forced to rule out this hypothesis as the work done against the loading
force in order to separate the sliding bodies can be in principle completely regained once the
interface reaches a new interlocked configuration. After that, energy dissipation was for long
correlated only to the presence of wear, even though the obvious idea that increased surface
roughness will always lead to an increase in friction persisted.
A lack of experimental apparatuses with the required sensitivity and with atomistic charac-
terization is the main reason why for long there have not been many progresses in the field of
tribology. The first step towards this goal coincided with the improvement in ultra high vacuum
techniques (UHV) and surface science occurred between 1950 and 1970 [3]. This made possible
for the first time the routine preparation of crystalline surfaces in controlled conditions where
they could be characterized using electron spectroscopy techniques [4–7]. Fundamental advances
in understanding friction were made in the same years thanks to the development of the sur-
face force apparatus [8] (SFA), which allowed the measurement of forces between atomically flat
surfaces only few nanometers apart. The work of Bowden and Tabor [9] constitutes a major con-
tribution in clarifying the origin of macroscopic friction. They documented that when two bodies
touch each other the actual area of contact can be several orders of magnitude smaller than the
apparent macroscopic area. The surfaces of extended bodies are far from being atomically flat but
rather consist of many protruding asperities exhibiting high yield stress. As a result, macroscopic
friction is independent on the apparent area of contact, but it is in fact proportional to the true
contact area Ac, given by the sum of all microscopic junctions formed by those asperities. Macro-
scopic friction is easily related to the real contact area assuming that, under sliding, microscopic
contacts continuously break and reform. Dynamic friction is therefore set equal to the “adhesive”
forces of such junctions. Considering Ac to be approximately constant during sliding, the friction
force can be written as Fd = sAc, where s is the shear stress of the material, i.e., the shear
force per unit area needed to sustain motion. Further assuming the pressure P to be equally
distributed over all the microscopic junctions, one can write P = N/Ac, yielding µd = s/P .
In many systems adhesive forces are much larger than externally applied loads, and s does not
depend on N . For a wide range of materials and surface topologies it is also well established that
the area of contact is proportional to the applied load, Ac ∝ N . In these cases both s and P can
be directly related to the macroscopic yield stress of the softer material, then µd is effectively
unaffected by changes of the load, and becomes a material dependent constant. Deviations from
Amontons’ law are in fact quite evident in layered materials such as graphite, where the inter-
layer interaction is relatively weak and the friction coefficient does become load-dependent. The
velocity dependence of the macroscopic dynamic friction coefficient is also evident, as shown,
e.g., in Ref. [10].
While describing changes in friction due to load variations, the analysis of Bowden and Ta-
bor does not give any clue on the mechanisms behind energy dissipation. Early SFA experiments
definitely ruled out interlocking between microscopic asperities. Substantial changes in friction
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Figure 1.1: (a) Schematics of a surface force apparatus. Two springs Kn and Ks are used to
measure normal and shear forces of a sample squeezed between two hard and molecularly flat
surfaces. The distance d between the two supports is constantly monitored using the interference
fringes of a light beam passing through the molecularly narrow slit formed by the interface. (b)
In quartz crystal microbalance experiments, full monolayers, or islands of rare gas atoms are
physisorbed over an atomically flat and clean substrate, fixed to the surface of a quartz oscillator.
Shifts in the resonant frequency fr, and the damping of the quartz crystal oscillations are used
to study the dissipative inertial sliding of the adsorbate film. (c) A detailed scheme of an atomic
force microscopy experiment, in which a nanoscopic tip is dragged over a surface. Lateral and
vertical displacements are measured with atomic resolution by the deflections of a laser beam
shone on the moving cantilever. Knowing the effective stiffness of the cantilever allow for the
measurements of shear and normal frictional forces with sensitivity down to the bond strength
of single molecules.
were in fact measured after coating the sliding surfaces with single molecular layers, which leave
surface roughness basically unaffected. Moreover, the existence of friction in complete absence
of wear was demonstrated by measuring shear forces between atomically flat mica surfaces. To
explain these observations new fundamental mechanisms of wear-free friction involving phonons
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and – for conducting materials – electronic excitations need to be considered, which ultimately re-
quire the study of processes intimately related to the atomic structure of the interfaces. Studying
these phenomena is a possibility only recently achieved in experiments, and which has brought
fresh interest in the field of friction [11]. New experimental techniques are now capable to study
the problem of dissipation in systems with well defined contact geometries. Among them the
SFA (see Fig. 1.1a) is used to measure adhesion and force laws of lubricant layers squeezed
between two curved, molecularly smooth surfaces. The shape of interference fringes is used to
measure the surface separation with high sensitivity, below 1 nm. From the shape of the in-
terference fringes one also obtains the radius of the surfaces, and any deformation induced by
their mutual interaction [12–14]. Different materials are used to form the surfaces in the SFA,
including mica [15, 16], silica [17], sapphire [18], and polymer sheets [19]. Coating of the two
rigid surfaces enables the study of boundary lubricated friction between adsorbed or chemically
bound polymer layers [20–26], surfactant and lipid monolayers and bilayers [27–30], metal and
metal-oxide layers [31–38]. The range of liquids and vapours that can be used include aqueous
solutions, organic liquids and solvents, polymer melts, various petroleum oils and lubricant liq-
uids, dyes, and liquid crystals. Improved techniques [39] allow for the two surfaces to be sheared
laterally past each other at varying sliding speeds or oscillating frequencies, while simultaneously
measuring both the transverse force and the normal force between them. The ranges of friction
forces and sliding speeds that can be studied with such methods are currently 10−7-10−1 N and
10−13-10−2 m/s, respectively. The externally applied load N can be varied continuously, and
both positive and negative loads can be applied. The distance between the surfaces D, their true
molecular contact area, their elastic or viscoelastic deformation, and their lateral motion can all
be monitored simultaneously by recording the moving interference-fringe pattern.
In 1959 Sauerbrey [40] recognized the extremely sensitive nature of piezoelectric devices based
on quartz resonators. Later, quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) experiments were adapted to
friction measurements by Krim and Widom [41]. A QCM consists of a single crystal of quartz
that oscillates in transverse shear motion, at typical frequencies of 5-10 MHz, and with very
little internal dissipation. The oscillations are driven by an alternating voltage applied to metal
electrodes deposited on the surface of the quartz (see Fig. 1.1b). The figure of merit of the
oscillator is the quality factor Q = fr/ω, given by the ratio between the resonant frequency fr
and the linewidth ω. Atomically thin films adsorbed onto the QCM electrodes produce shifts in
both the frequency and the quality factor Q, which are indicative of the degree to which the
films are able to follow the oscillatory motion of the underlying substrate. Shifts in the resonant
frequency, δf , are associated with changes of the oscillating mass, while inverse quality factor
shifts, δ(Q−1), generally manifested as decreases in the amplitude of vibration. For submonolayer
clusters and monolayer adsorbates, dissipation due to viscoelasticity of the oscillating mass can
be neglected, and shifts in the quality factor arise only from frictional losses associated with the
dissipative sliding of the adsorbate. In this case the sliding friction Fd is well described by a
viscous law [42–44]:




where m is the sliding mass, η is the frictional damping coefficient, and τ is the characteristic
“slip-time” in which the velocity of the slider decays by a factor 1/e of its initial value, when
given an initial velocity and then released. The frequency and quality factor shifts are related to
the slip time by [41]
δ(Q−1) = −4πτδf. (1.2)
Given the two dimensional density ρ of the adsorbate, one can extract the frictional damping
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coefficient η = ρA/τ , where A is the coverage area. Quality factors are relatively high in shear-
mode oscillations, typically 106. Common equipment allows resolution down to 1 Hz for the
resonant frequency. Because of its high frequency stability and high Q, a QCM can detect mass
changes as small as 1 pg/cm2. This technique can be employed up to 573◦ C, above which
crystalline quartz loses its piezoelectric properties. The high sensitivity of the QCM resonant
frequency fr to changes in the physisorbed inertial mass, enables the controlled deposition of
fixed amount of adsorbate corresponding to single and multiple layers, or sub monolayers, where
the atoms are likely to form separated islands of different sizes. Once the target amount of atoms
have been deposited, slowly increasing the oscillations’ amplitude induces changes in the inertial
mass as soon as the adsorbed atoms are no more able to track the substrate oscillations, and
therefore slip, driven by their own inertial force. The subsequent abrupt shift of fr signals the
depinning of the adsorbate, allowing to estimate the static friction force of the interface. QCM
measurements yielded the first definitive experimental evidence for existence of both phononic [45]
and electronic [46, 47] friction mechanisms in sliding adsorbed layers, and are routinely applied
to study the adsorbate depinning transition, and sliding friction as a function of temperature [48–
50] and substrate coverage [51, 52].
In atomic force microscopy [53, 54] (AFM) a submicrometer tip is mounted on a soft cantilever
and it is dragged over a crystalline surface, as depicted in Fig. 1.1c. Keeping the tip in contact
with the surface, lateral forces are measured monitoring the deflection of the cantilever. Distances
can be inferred with an accuracy of about 1 nm, and changes in distance can be measured to
about 0.1 nm, allowing to obtain images with atomic resolution. The normal stiffness of the
cantilever can be as small as 1 pN, enabling measurements of adhesion forces corresponding to
the bond strength of single molecules [55–58]. AFM techniques have proved to be very flexible.
Phononic and electronic contributions to dissipation have been probed successfully [59, 60].
Measurements can be carried out in different conditions, including in a vapour or liquid [61].
Using the tip as a “rake” one can study nanoscale friction by dragging nano-particles [62]. Weak
interaction forces and larger microscopic interaction areas can be investigated by replacing the
tip with a micrometer-sized sphere to form a colloidal probe [63]. Particularly interesting is the
possibility to probe the effects of tip-substrate coupling mediated by long range interactions. The
extreme sensitivity of this non-contact mode experiments recently allowed to discriminate, in a
single experiment, between the phononic and electronic contributions to dissipation across the
superconducting transition of a Nb film [64].
Thanks to these breakthroughs, experimentalists can now address friction at single, well
defined interfaces where surfaces are in full contact, rather than characterizing the global prop-
erties of extended contacts in which many different interfaces are hidden. While experiments are
giving unprecedented information on the sliding dynamics of real crystalline contacts, accurate
theoretical modeling is mandatory for a deeper understanding of friction, aiming at controlling
dissipation and designing efficient interfaces. The amount of fresh experimental data gathered
in the last two decades has inspired much theoretical work on atomistic fundamentals of friction
based on phononic and electronic energy dissipation mechanisms. From the theoretical point of
view, describing frictional sliding is a challenging problem. The main difficulty comes from the
highly non-linear nature of the phenomena taking place at the interface. Dissipation is usually
related to mechanical instabilities involving the fast motion of microscopic degrees of freedom,
a regime where standard techniques such as linear-response fail. On one hand many efforts have
been made in order to construct theoretically tractable models able to encompass the complexity
of actual systems while retaining the important features of friction. On the other hand advances
in computational science allow theorists to simulate more complex systems. Beside its funda-
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Figure 1.2: (a) The friction force of water flowing in contact with boron nitride (hBN) and
graphene, calculated applying Eq. (1.9) to equilibrium ab-initio MD simulations. Despite water
at equilibrium shows the same structure, as seen from the density profile of panel (b), friction is
higher in contact with hBN. On the right the simulation supercells used in the simulations by
Tocci and coworkers [65] are shown: top box for hBN, bottom box for graphene. (Adapted from
Ref. [65])
mental importance, characterizing the physics of ideal atomistic nano-contacts is impelling also
from a practical point of view. Novel applications in nanotechnologies involve the miniaturization
of mechanical components, where the increased surface/volume ratio greatly enhances surface
effects, and calls for a detailed investigation of the interface dynamics down to molecular length
scales.
In Section 1.2 we briefly review some general theoretical results on viscous frictional sliding.
In Section 1.3 and Section 1.4 we discuss two topics of interest in nanotribology, that are stick-
slip motion and structural lubricity, elucidating basic concepts of relevance for the investigations
presented in this thesis. In Section 1.5 we describe how MD simulations are used to investigate
nanoscale tribology. Section 1.6 is devoted to the description of the artificial models we choose
as our prototypical frictional systems, where dissipation can be studied experimentally in highly
controlled conditions, and which allow for accurate theoretical investigations in realistic molecular
dynamics simulations. Finally, Section 1.7 outlines the organization of this thesis.
1.2 Linear response friction
In the limit of small sliding speeds and in a regime of gentle motion, when violent slip events are
absent and the slider is weakly perturbed by the external forces, dissipation is usually of viscous
type and the damping coefficient can be calculated using theoretical approaches based on linear
response.
A general formulation of linear response theory in liquid systems out of equilibrium is readily
developed in the framework of statistical mechanics. A detailed treatment can be found, e.g., in
Ref. [66], here we only give the general results. The basic assumptions are as follows. A system
of N particles is taken to be at equilibrium at times t ≤ 0 and described, e.g., by a canonical
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distribution function at some given temperature T
fc(Γ) =
exp(−βH0(Γ))∫








is the unperturbed Hamiltonian of the system, β = 1/kBT , and Γ = ({qi}, {pi}) indicates the
collection of all phase space variables. At t = 0 an external field Fext(t) is switched on which
couples to the internal degrees of freedom. We assume that the time evolution of the system is





p˙i = Fi +DiFext(t) (1.5)
where Fi is the total force acting on the i-th particle due to (internal) interactions with all
the other particles, while Ci(Γ) and Di(Γ) describe the coupling of the system to the external
field. Since the external field performs work on the system, the starting distribution function
will change in time from fc(Γ) to some f(Γ, t), assumed to differ from the t = 0 equilibrium
distribution by a small perturbation ∆f(Γ, t) = f(Γ, t)− fc(Γ), which in turn can be computed
performing a Taylor expansion of the Liouville equation of motion governing the time evolution
of f(Γ, t). The response of the system to the external field can be assessed by monitoring the
average response of any observable B(Γ, t). The final result is [66]




where χBJ = β〈B(t)J(0)〉 is the linear susceptibility corresponding to the equilibrium time
correlation function of B and the dissipative flux J , and the expression is valid in the limit of
small Fext. The dissipative flux J is related to the rate of change of the internal energy once the











Fext(t) = −J(Γ)Fext(t). (1.7)
As an example one may consider a Brownian particle (say particle 1) of mass M1 ≫ mi driven at
constant velocity vext iˆ along x. In this case Di = 0, CiFext(t) = δi,1vext iˆ, and the average force








ds〈F x1 (s)F x1 (0)〉. (1.8)
Assuming that the long time limit of the integral of the force auto-correlation function is finite 1,
1Care must be taken when dealing with the statistical treatment of the motion of a single heavy Brownian
particle immersed in a solvent of much lighter particles. The brief discussion presented in the section is only aimed
at giving a sketch of the way friction can be computed in linear response theory, rather than a mathematically
firm procedure for this specific case. An accurate analysis of the problem is found in Ref. [67], which in the end
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Figure 1.3: (a) An adsorbate molecule vibrating at frequency ω0 dissipates energy by exciting
bulk and surface phonons within the substrate. (b) A tip sliding at velocity v over a hydrogen-
(C-H) or deuterium-terminated (C-D) diamond surface. The resonance frequency fH of hydrogen
adsorbates is roughly
√
2 times larger than that of deuterium, fD. Black filled and open circles
indicates protons, p+, and neutrons, n. (c) The effective shear strength measured in UHV
conditions for C-H (red dots) and C-D (blue squares) demonstrates the increase in friction in
the case of lighter adsorbates. (Adapted from Ref. [59])
Eq. (1.8) allows to calculate the damping coefficient η = limt→∞,vext→0〈F x1 (t)〉/vext starting from
equilibrium properties of the system. The above treatment naturally applies to liquid systems.
Generalizations to solid/liquid interfaces, of higher interest in tribology, yield similar results. In
particular the viscous drag exerted by a confined fluid flowing at small constant velocity in contact
with a wall of area A can be computed in linear response from the equilibrium auto-correlation







dt′〈F(t′) · F(0)〉. (1.9)
This gives a prescription to calculate the friction coefficient, which can be readily applied in MD
simulations, provided the integral of the auto-correlation function reaches a plateau within the
–always finite– simulation time. In a recent work, Tocci and coworkers [65] applied Eq. (1.9) to
ab-initio MD simulations of water in contact either with graphene or hexagonal boron nitride
(hBN). They found an increase by a factor ≈ 3 in the friction force exerted on hBN, as shown
in Fig. 1.2, which is due to a larger effective corrugation of the potential landscape on hBN felt
by water molecules with respect to that on graphene.
A general statistical treatment of solid/solid sliding interfaces of the kind commonly en-
countered in nanotribology experiments is impossible, nevertheless theoretical models can be
formulated case by case. Consider for example adsorbate atoms vibrating over a crystalline sur-
face, as depicted in Fig. 1.3a. These frustrated translational modes are of fundamental interest
in dynamical processes such as diffusion, surface reactions, and, ultimately, sliding friction. One
would like to characterize how the oscillations of the adsorbates are damped due to coupling with
the substrate. When the resonance frequency of the adsorbate is small, within the linear region
of the bulk phonon spectrum, and when electronic excitations are negligible, the damping of the
oscillation can be accurately calculated using the continuum elastic model [70], which assumes a
linear relation between the surface stress and the displacement field in the bulk. If the adsorbate
is described by a harmonic oscillator of frequency ω0, coupling to the elastic semi-infinite sub-
strate leads to a renormalization of the resonance frequency ω0 → ω˜0 and introduces a damping
yields a similar formula for the damping coefficient.
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Figure 1.4: (a) Schematics of the experiment by Kisiel and coworkers [71]. An AFM tip in
pendulum-mode slowly oscillating several nanometers above a SrT iO3 sample. (b) Experimental
dissipation versus temperature curves at increasing tip-substrate distances (from top to bottom),
as measured by the shift ∆f of the cantilever resonance frequency. At small distances the curves
display a clear peak in the range T = 114 − 118 K (data are taken at different substrate
spots), corresponding to the critical region of the antiferrodistortive structural phase transition
of SrT iO3. (c) Experimental dissipation W −W0 above Tc as a function of temperature (black
dots). The inset reports the same data in a linear temperature scale, including values below
Tc. Lines are theoretical fit according to linear response theory, Eq. (1.12). Details on different
fitting procedures are discussed in Ref. [71]. (Adapted from Ref. [71])





where ρ, cT , m are respectively the density of the substrate, the transverse bulk sound velocity
and the adsorbate mass. A simple argument can be used to obtain Eq. (1.10). Assuming that
the adsorbate carries a total energy E and that collisions with the substrate are elastic, the
energy transmitted to the substrate is given approximately by E(m/ms), where ms is an effective
substrate mass involved in the collision. During a characteristic collision time τ ∼ 1/ω˜0, the
resulting displacement field extends a distance cT τ = cT /ω˜0 inside the substrate, and the effective
mass is estimated as ms ∼ ρ(cT /ω˜0)3. Assuming that collisions occur at a rate ν = ω˜0/2π, the
net rate of energy transfer can be written as dE/dt ≈ −ν(m/ms)E, which gives an exponential
decrease characterized by a damping constant (ω˜0/2π)(m/ms) = mω˜40/(2πρc
3
T ). An interesting
consequence of Eq. (1.10) is the overall dependency of the damping coefficient η on the adsorbate
mass m. Since the resonance frequency ω0 ∼ m−1/2 one has η ∝ 1/m. Following the argument
given above, this trend reflects the increase in the net rate of energy dissipation allowed by
the higher vibration frequency of light adsorbates with respect to heavy ones. Cannara and
coworkers [59] were able to observe the isotopic shifting of the friction coefficient by performing
sliding experiments with a tip moving over hydrogen- and deuterium-terminated diamond(001)
surfaces, as shown in Fig. 1.3b,c.
Numerical investigations [72] suggested that the critical fluctuations of second order struc-
tural transitions should leave a footprint in the frictional dissipation of external probes. In a
recent experiment, the mechanical dissipation of an AFM silicon tip hovering in non-contact
mode over a SrT iO3 sample was found to show a sharp peak at a temperature T just above
100 K (see Fig. 1.4a,b), a clear signature of the well known antiferrodistortive structural phase
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transition of this material [73]. Non-contact mode AFM experiments operate at small oscillation
frequencies, f ∼ 11 kHz, and at large tip-sample distances, z ∼ 2-10 nm, where the tip-substrate
interaction is dominated by weak dispersive van der Waals forces. This regime justifies a per-
turbative theoretical approach. In particular, the dissipated energy per cycle W is, in linear
response, proportional to the imaginary part of the bulk lattice susceptibility [71]
W (ω, T ) =W0 + αkBT Imχ(ω, T ), (1.11)
where W0 is the internal dissipation of the free cantilever, α is a distance dependent constant,
and χ(ω, T ) is an appropriate momentum average of the lattice susceptibility χ(q, ω, T ). Using
a phenomenological ansatz [74] for χ(ω, T ) near the critical point, the following expression is
obtained for the overall critical form of the low frequency AFM dissipation [71]:
W −W0 = U
1 + V t2γ
, (1.12)
where t = (T −Tc)/Tc, U and V are positive constants used as fitting parameters, and γ ≈ 1.24.
Figure 1.4c demonstrates the good agreement between experimental data and theoretical fit to
Eq. (1.12).
The friction force observed in QCM experiments of incommensurate rare gas monolayers
usually displays a viscous friction law. Also in this case a perturbative approach can be used to
describe the average energy dissipated during sliding [75]. The power dissipated under steady
state sliding at velocity v is given by P = v · F, where F is the force applied by the substrate.
In linear response one assumes that there is a simple relation u(q, ω) = χ(q, ω)F(q, ω) between
the adsorbate displacement u and the force, for given wave vector and frequency (q, ω). For a
periodic substrate potential of triangular symmetry V (r) ∼ U∑3i=1 cos(Gi · r), the force has a




−iωχ(q, ω)|F(q, ω)|2 ∝ U2. (1.13)
Indeed a quadratic increase of dissipation as a function of the substrate corrugation strength U
has been observed in a number of experiments [76, 77] and MD simulations [75, 78] of nano-sliders.
Viscous dissipation is encountered in lubricated systems at small sliding speeds, and more
generally in weakly interacting incommensurate solid surfaces. Actually, many experimental con-
ditions fall within this category. These situations allow for perturbative theoretical approaches,
where the ensuing tribological behaviours are understood based on few global properties of the
interface. In liquid/solid interfaces linear response theory is not applicable at high flow rate,
when turbulence sets in. Dry and even lubricated solid/solid sliding more generally involve vi-
olent events, resulting in highly non-linear responses of the slider to external solicitations. The
formulation of a general theoretical framework able to account for these cases is still today the
biggest challenge in tribology.
1.3 Stick-slip sliding
Stick-slip motion is a paradigmatic behaviour of any sliding interface. It corresponds to a dis-
continuous advancement made of subsequent jumps separated by intervals of time in which the
slider remains substantially stuck. Stick-slip can be regular (periodic) or irregular (chaotic), and
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Figure 1.5: (a) Schematics of a macroscopic frictional experiment. A spring of stiffness K is
loaded at a constant rate by a driving apparatus at position XD, moving at constant velocity VD.
The spring pushes a slider of mass M , position XS, and velocity VS, on which a normal force FN
is applied. The friction force at the interface is measured by the elastic force FK ∼ K(XD−Xrms)
of the spring. (b) During stick-slip, a simple input of constant loading velocity VD results in a
complex response of the interface which moves in an intermittent way, which is evinced from
the sawtooth behaviour of the frictional force FK. The first peak in the friction trace measures
the static friction force needed for the onset of sliding. Dynamic friction is given by the average
value of FK.
it is encountered in systems at any length scale, from the motion of tectonic plates, down to the
sliding of an AFM tip. In frictional sliding it represents the main source of dissipation, wear, and
components failure. Figure 1.5a shows a schematic set up for a macroscopic sliding experiment:
a slider of mass M , subject to a normal force FN is pushed by a spring of stiffness K, which
is loaded at constant rate by a driving support moving at velocity VD. The spring elongation
measures the frictional force acting at the slider-substrate interface. Concerning the properties
of the interface, a sufficient condition for the appearance of stick-slip is that the static friction
force must be larger than the dynamic friction force. As the driving apparatus starts its motion,
the spring accumulates elastic energy until the static friction force is overcome, triggering the
onset of global sliding. If dynamic friction is lower than static friction, the slider will rapidly
accelerate to a velocity VS > VD and the spring will extend back to – or, in systems with large
inertial effects, beyond – its free length. At this point the slider will decelerate to a stop, and the
whole process will repeat as long as the driving apparatus is maintained in motion. A schematic
experimental outcome is depicted in Fig. 1.5b, showing the typical sawtooth behaviour of the
friction trace. This analysis suggests a simple way to get rid of stick-slip, that is reducing static
friction at the interface, as it is done in everyday life when oiling the hinges of a creaking door.
Stick-slip motion also depends on external conditions: inertia of the slider, normal force, and
spring stiffness. The dynamical behaviour of an interface is usually characterized in terms of a
“phase diagram” in the space of the external parameters (M , VD, K, FK), identifying transitions
between different sliding regimes. Useful rules-of-thumb of general validity in macroscopic and
microscopic systems are that a transition from the highly dissipative stick-slip motion to a more
gentle smooth sliding (where VS ≈ VD) occurs by increasing the driving velocity VD, or the
stiffness K of the system, or by decreasing the normal load FN.
In an effort to understand how macroscopic and microscopic features act together to de-
termine the interface motion, several models have been developed [79] that take into account
various surface properties, such as the effects of molecular or asperities size, sliding velocity, and
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Figure 1.6: (a) Distance dependent model of stick-slip between dry surfaces. The interface is
modeled by a sequence of asperities forming junctions of characteristic size Lc. (b) The adhe-
sive static friction force between touching asperities is assumed to increase with time, reaching
saturation after a characteristic time τc. At small enough loading velocities the friction force de-
creases after the interface creeps a distance equal to Lc, as the old junctions are broken. Sliding
then takes place at a lower kinetic friction value, the interface reaches a stop, and a new stick-slip
cycle begins as adhesion builds up in the sticking transient. (c) A solidified, molecularly thin
liquid film confined in a nanoscopic interface under high pressure. (d) Slipping of the interface
is induced by shearing one of the two surfaces with velocity v. The kinetic friction in the sliding
molten phase is usually lower than the static friction value of the solid-like configuration. Stick-
slip motion in lubricated systems corresponds to the periodic switching between the sticking
solid phase (s) and the sliding liquid phase (d).
characteristic relaxation times. Distance dependent models were proposed in the 1950s in order
to explain dry friction between solid bodies. They are based on the assumption that surfaces of
macroscopic bodies adhere to each other at touching asperities which are describe by a charac-
teristic size Lc. During shearing the interface must first creep over a distance Lc in order to win
the “adhesive”, static friction force of the asperity-asperity junctions. The strength of the adhe-
sion between asperities is assumed to be time dependent, reaching saturation in a characteristic
time τc, so that even though new junctions are formed as soon as the old ones are broken, the
shear strength of the newly born ones is reduced with respect to the initial value. The interface
will then continue to slide but with a lower kinetic friction force. As discussed in the previous
paragraph a sufficient condition for stick slip motion is a lower dynamic friction with respect to
static friction. The dynamics of the interface is strongly dependent on the loading conditions. As
the surfaces slide past each other a distance equal to Lc, the friction force drops (see Fig. 1.6). In
constant loading rate experiments (see Fig. 1.5) regular stick slip occurs at small enough driving
velocities VD and stiffness K, where, after each slip, adhesion does have time to build up. On
the other hand stick-slip disappears at high VD, K, when the junctions are severed at a high
rate, preventing adhesion. In paper-on-paper experiments [10], for example, the measured stick-
slip amplitude ∆F = (Fs − Fk) decreases rapidly with velocity and vanishes at a critical value
Vc ∼ e−CK/M in the creep dominated regime (high K, small VD) and at Vc ∼ K−2 in the inertial
regime (high VD, low K). This kind of models have been applied to study a variety of dry solid-
solid interfaces, including rock-on-rock sliding of interest in earthquake dynamics [80]. Notably,
similar models are able to describe also the motion of molecularly smooth surfaces, for example
in boundary lubricated friction with surface polymers, where the adhesive forces are expected to
increase with time. In this case τc is given by the characteristic molecular entanglement time,
while Lc is the chain-chain entanglement length.
Stick-slip motion is not restricted to dry frictional sliding, but it also occur in presence
of thin liquid films at the interface. Stick-slip sliding is associated in this case to successive
melting-freezing cycles induced by the applied shear force, as shown in Fig. 1.6c,d. Under high
pressure confined molecularly thin films solidify, and are able to support high values of shear
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Figure 1.7: (a) The Prandtl-Tomlinson model. A massM is connected to a spring of constantK
and is dragged at constant velocity v while interacting with a sinusoidal periodic potential V (x)
of amplitude U and periodicity a, mimicking the sliding of an AFM tip over a one dimensional
periodic arrangements of atoms. (b) For sufficiently soft spring or strong substrate interaction
strength U , the trajectory of the mass displays stick-slip motion, where the particle remains
stuck in one minimum of the periodic potential until the increasing elastic force Fx induces a
fast slip towards an adjacent minimum.
stress. Once the external force exceeds the static friction threshold, the surface slides with a
lower kinetic friction as the liquid turns in the molten state. If the shear rate is sufficiently high
the film is not able to solidify and stick-slip motion is replaced by smooth sliding. The simplest
phenomenological model able to describe this situation assumes the dynamic friction Fd to be
linearly dependent on the sliding velocity v, Fd(v) = Av, while static friction is assumed to be
constant, Fs = B. Stick-slip is observed at low shear rates, as long as Fd(v) stays below the static
friction threshold, and disappears as soon as Av > Fs.
In surface roughness models, adhesion is neglected, and sliding is simply assumed to be im-
peded any time two asperities collide. When two asperities touch, the ensuing force experienced
by the slider will generally have both a component normal to the interface, and a component
parallel to the interface, and opposing the slider motion. In order to advance, the slider must
first climb up the substrate asperity – corresponding to sticking – before slipping in an adjacent
valley. The regularity of stick-slip motion is directly correlated with the regularity of the surface
roughness. The controlling factors of this type of stick-slip are the surface topology, i.e., the
periodicity and amplitude of the protrusions, and the elastic and inertial properties of the slider,
which determine the rate of slip. Stiffer materials, corresponding to high K, will generally show
shorter slip at a high rate because of the shorter “effective-spring” recoil to elastic equilibrium.
This also allows sticking to smaller asperities, resulting in a richer stick-slip spectrum. In the lim-
iting case of infinite stiffness, plastic deformations disappear, and the frictional trace approaches
a contour-trace of the surface topology, with a sensitivity limited by the characteristic size of the
protrusions. Surface roughness induced stick-slip is observed in the sliding of macroscopic rough
surfaces as well as in AFM experiments. In the latter case the tip simulates a single nanoscopic
asperity, and stick-slip results in a periodic trace with a spacing set by the lattice periodicity
of the substrate. The simplest model to describe the sliding of an atomically sharp tip over a
crystalline surface is the Prandtl-Tomlinson [81] (PT) model, shown in Fig. 1.7a. The PT model
consists of a mass M connected to a spring of stiffness K, moving at constant velocity v, and
subject to a sinusoidal periodic potential of amplitude U . The dynamical behaviour at fixed slid-
ing speed is determined by the ratio η = U/K, and by a phenomenological viscous term which
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Figure 1.8: (a) Model to simulate multiple contacts between a slider of massm and a substrate.
The slider is dragged by a spring of stiffness K, moving at velocity v. Junctions representing
chemical bonds, interlocking asperities, or capillary bridges, are replaced by springs. Each contact
is characterized by temperature dependent detachment rate koff and formation rate kon. (b)
Results from numerical simulations of a multicontact model for the sliding of an amorphous
tip. (Adapted from Ref. [85]). Increasing temperature, the friction versus time curves show a
transition from an highly dissipative periodic sequential stick-slip behavior at low temperatures,
to the stochastic smooth-sliding behavior of simultaneous multiple bonds formation and breaking
processes at higher temperatures.
accounts for dissipation, mimicking the coupling to an external bath. For large enough values
of η the PT model dynamics embodies the mechanical instability leading to stick-slip motion
(see Fig. 1.7b). Despite its simplicity, numerical simulations of the PT model have been used to
explain a number of friction force microscopy results [82–84].
During sticking the interface is not in equilibrium and several processes occur, from slow
plastic relaxations, to fast propagation of local rupture fronts [86, 87]. Even slow macroscopic
creep motion usually underlies fast local, microscopic rupture and relaxation processes that in
general cannot be described as the sum of single asperities response, but are influenced by
temporal and spatial correlations mediated by elastic interactions across the whole ensemble of
contacts that form the interface [88, 89]. These effects are particularly relevant in mesoscopic
systems, where local junctions are formed by dry asperities, capillary bridges, or small patches of
solidified lubricants. Simulations [90] revealed that even in AFM experiments the tip may form
a number of atomic contacts with the crystalline substrate. Phenomenological mechanokinetic
models have been proposed to describe these multicontact interfaces. Basically each contact is
modeled by a spring connecting the slider to the substrate, as shown in Fig. 1.8a. As the slider
moves, each spring elongates, increasing the friction force opposing the slider motion, until a
rupture point is reached, the bond is removed, and a new, relaxed one is formed. The physical
nature of the contacts depends on the system under investigation. For atomic-scale contacts,
capillary bridges and patches of solidified lubricants, the formation and rupture of contacts
are thermally activated, and lead to a complex dependence of friction on slider velocity and
temperature [85, 91–94]. In dry asperity contacts temperature plays a minor role and threshold
rupture forces are taken from probability distributions related to the structure of the interface.
At the nanoscale, the rates of bond formation and rupture, kon and koff , are determined by
the corresponding activation energy barriers ∆Eon, and ∆Eoff . In particular ∆Eoff is force
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dependent and decreases with increasing stretching of the bond/spring. One can identify four
competing rates in the system: (i) the rate of spontaneous bond rupture k0off , (ii) the rate kon of
bond formation, (iii) the rateKv/fs of forced unbinding, (iv) the rate ωm = max(K/γm,
√
K/m)
of the pulling force relaxation. Here fs is the average contact rupture force, K is the stiffness
of the pulling spring, m is the slider mass, and γ is the dissipation constant. Depending on the
hierarchy between the different rates, different sliding regimes are observed. Smooth sliding is
observed (i) at high velocities and low temperatures, where forced unbinding dominates over bond
formation Kv/fs ≫ kon, (ii) at high temperatures, where spontaneous, thermally activated bond
rupture dominates, koff ≫> Kv/fs, kon, (iii) at very small velocities, corresponding to a quasi-
stationary regime where forced unbinding rarely occurs and all thermally activated processes are
basically at equilibrium, resulting in a constant friction force acting on the slider. At intermediate
velocities and temperatures, kon increases bond formation during sliding, and stick-slip emerges,
characterized by a cooperative behaviour of contacts. Transition from periodic to irregular stick-
slip occurs in this regime as kon becomes greater than ωm, at which point the slider may stop
before the pulling spring is completely relaxed (see Fig. 1.8b). Simulations show that the friction
force peaks at temperatures where kon ∼ ωm, and then decreases, first by thermal reduction
of contact rupture forces, and then, going in the smooth sliding regime, because spontaneous
unbinding processes dominate the interface dynamics.
From a fundamental point of view the variety of conditions under which intermittent mo-
tion is observed makes it difficult to formulate a general theory. Many mechanical and physical
mechanisms remain unclear, and are hardly accessible experimentally. As a consequence most
theoretical models must rely on phenomenological assumptions, and usually apply only to specific
experimental conditions. For these reasons, any real system in which stick-slip and the transi-
tion to smooth sliding can be characterized and modeled down to fine details would represent
an invaluable tool to get the theoretical insights required in order to achieve a better frictional
control in sliding (nano)machineries.
1.4 Structural lubricity
The great progress of nanotechnologies of the last decades has enabled increasing insight into the
microscopic nature of friction [11, 96, 97]. In particular, sliding between contacting crystalline
surfaces has become of higher interest after the manipulation of nanoscale-sized objects revealed
how the atomistic features of an interface may play the ultimate role in determining its tribolog-
ical properties. The most evident frictional signature of the periodic nature of a crystalline plane
is the observation of atomic stick-slip, where the period of the stick-slip trace equals the lattice
spacing of the substrate. This is routinely probed in AFM experiments [98], and easily explained
with simple PT-like models. When studying the tribological properties of extended, atomically
flat surfaces, crystalline order is responsible for the appearance of more exotic phenomena. In
dry frictional systems static and dynamic friction are found to be strongly dependent on the
interface commensuration. One of the most intriguing effect is the possibility to eliminate the
atomic instabilities responsible for the highly dissipative stick-slip sliding by changing the geome-
try of the interface. This kind of structural lubricity is expected to occur in hard incommensurate
interfaces. In this case frictional forces arise mainly due to interlocking between atomic asperi-
ties. In incommensurate systems one expects that there should be the same amount of asperities
pushing the slider in any directions within the contact plane, envisaging the possibility of perfect
annihilation of lateral forces, and thus of friction.
The one dimensional Frenkel Kontorova (FK) model [99] provides a general theoretical frame-
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Figure 1.9: (a) The Frenkel-Kontorovamodel: an infinite chain of masses of equilibrium spacing
a are connected by springs of constant K and are subject to a sinusoidal potential of strength U
and periodicity λ. The model mimics the interface between a soft crystalline slider and a hard
non-deformable periodic substrate. The ground state of a perfectly commensurate interface
(a = λ) is realized by putting each mass in one potential minima. (b) Introducing one extra
particle results in the creation of a topological defect or kink. Kinks are responsible for mass
and energy transport along the chain as the barrier for the motion of a defect is much lower
than the substrate strength U . (c-d) Increasing the substrate potential amplitude U the ground
state of incommensurate chains undergoes a transition by breaking-of-analyticity, signaled by
the change in behaviour of the periodic part of the hull function h(x), which maps the positions
of the particles of the undistorted chain, at U = 0, to the final positions in the ground state
at U 6= 0. (c) Below the transition h(x) is analytic, while for U > Uc (d) it increases only via
discontinuities. (Adapted from Ref. [95])
work for the study of dry crystalline interfaces, and it is sketched in Fig.1.9a. The slider is de-
scribed by an infinite linear chain of masses with spacing a, coupled by springs of stiffness K.
The harmonic crystal interacts with a sinusoidal potential V (x) = −U/2(1+cos(2πx/λ)) of am-
plitude U and period λ, mimicking a hard, non-deformable substrate. Commensurate chains are
characterized by a rational value of ρ = λ/a = p/q, with integers p, q. In the simplest case ρ = 1,
the ground state configuration is obtained by putting each particle in one minimum of the sub-
strate periodic potential. The chain dynamics is usually studied by applying an uniform force to
all the particles. At zero temperature and for perfect commensuration ρ = 1, each particle must
overcome the full barrier set by U before reaching an adjacent well, and the normalized static fric-
tion force equals the maximum (single particle) value Fs1 = Uπ/λ. The tribological properties of
the FK model are strictly connected with topological defects, excitations corresponding to local
compressions (kinks) or dilations (antikinks) of the chain. Starting from a commensurate chain,
a topological defect is created by adding (removing) one extra atom: the resulting configuration
after energy minimization corresponds to one kink (antikink) in the chain, as shown in Fig. 1.9b.
The importance of topological defects stems from the fact that they can move easily along the
chain. The potential barrier for the motion of a kink is always much smaller than the substrate
potential amplitude U . In commensurate conditions sliding is therefore generally realized first by
– thermal – generation of one defect, whose propagation along the chain triggers the creation of
several others [100], eventually leading to global sliding. Less trivial commensurate geometries
correspond to ρ = p/q 6= 1, in these cases the ground state is described by an elementary cell
consisting of p atoms, and the chain generally shows lower friction forces than the ρ = 1 case.
The limit of large p, q approximates an incommensurate chain, where friction can vanish, as
discussed below.
Irrational values of ρ define incommensurate configurations, characterized by a competition
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Figure 1.10: The static friction force Fs (dotted line) and the Peierls-Nabarro potential barrier
EPN (continuous line) in the infinite golden-mean incommensurate Frenkel-Kontorova model,
ρ = λ/a = (1 +
√
5)/2. The red dashed line indicates the critical point of the transition by
breaking-of-analyticity. Both Fs, and EPN are zero below the transition and then grow contin-
uously as ∼ (U/Uc − 1)ν , with 2.8 < ν < 3. (Adapted from Ref. [95]).
between the two length-scales a, λ. Indeed, the inter-atomic spring interaction favors an equidis-
tant mass separation a, while the substrate potential tends to force the particles into a periodic
configuration of spacing λ. Exact analytical results show that the ground state of incommensurate
chains can be described by a function fH(x) (the hull function), mapping the position x0l = la
of the l-th particle in the regularly spaced, undistorted chain, to the corresponding position xGSl
in the ground state, which differs from x0l because of the modulations induced by the periodic
substrate. In particular xGSl is given by [95]:
xGSl = fH(la+ α) = la+ α+ h(la+ α) (1.14)
where α is an arbitrary phase, and h(x) is a periodic function with the same period λ as the
substrate potential V (x). The relative strength η = U/K of the external potential with respect to
the internal elastic chain stiffness plays the key role in determining the tribological properties of
the chain. The structure of incommensurate chains roughly corresponds to a sequence of nearly
commensurate domains separated by regions of compressions (if ρ < 1), or dilations (if ρ > 1),
whose width decreases with increasing η. In analogy to the topological excitations of commen-
surate structures, these “preformed” topological defects, naturally present in incommensurate
configurations, display an enhanced mobility compared to the nearly commensurate regions. In
1983 Aubry [101] demonstrated that the ground state of the incommensurate FK model under-
goes a phase transition occurring – at fixed spring stiffness K – increasing the potential strength
above a critical threshold Uc. The transition is signaled by the behaviour of the hull function,
which is analytic below Uc, and becomes a sum of step functions above the critical point (see
Fig. 1.9c,d). Below the critical point a continuous set of ground states exists that can be reached
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adiabatically by plastic deformations of the chain at no energy cost, static friction is zero, and
sliding can be achieved ideally by applying even the smallest external force. Above the transition
the solitons become pinned, and static friction becomes finite. One can define different quantities
that display a critical behaviour across the Aubry transition [95]. In Fig. 1.10 we report the trend
of the static friction force Fs and the Peierls-Nabarro (PN) barrier EPN . The PN barrier is the
smallest energy barrier that must be overcome to move continuously the chain on the periodic
potential. For U < Uc the advancement of the incommensurate structure is obtained by shifting
continuously the phase α of Eq. (1.14). Due to the continuity of the hull function, the motion
of each atom is continuous, moreover, since the energy of the whole system is independent of α,
the PN barrier is zero, and so it is the static friction force. Above the transition, for U > Uc,
the incommensurate structure is described by a discontinuous hull function, and the resulting
structure is physically interpreted as an array of discommensurations – with respect to some
neighbouring commensurate structure – locked to the lattice (see Fig. 1.9c). Thus, when the
structure is translated by shifting the phase of the hull function, the atoms have to cross each
discontinuity, corresponding to move all the locked discommensurations, which requires to pass
an energy barrier EPN , eventually resulting in a finite static friction force Fs. A characteristic
signature of the Aubry transition is obtained by studying the so-called disorder parameter Ψ [99],
corresponding to the amplitude of the largest gap in the hull function. As shown schematically
in Fig. 1.9c,d below the critical value, continuity of the hull function implies that the particles
sample all possible values of the periodic potential, in particular they can be found arbitrarily
close to the maxima of the substrate. For U > Uc, maxima are strictly avoided over a region
of width Ψ, which is measured by the largest central gap of h(x). All the critical quantities are
zero below Uc, and grow continuously as ∼ (U/Uc− 1)ν above the transition, with characteristic
exponents obeying simple scaling laws [95]. It is important to note that the critical value Uc is an
erratic function of ρ, being maximum for the “most irrational”, golden mean value ρ = (1+
√
5)/2.
The above analysis of the FK model demonstrates the possibility to attain zero static friction
in infinite incommensurate systems. In the limit of very small sliding velocities (or driving forces)
it also indicates that dissipationless sliding is achievable, below the Aubry transition, as the chain
can move continuously through the adiabatically connected ground states. The problem whether
sliding without dissipation would occur or not at arbitrary sliding speeds has been addressed
theoretically by Shinjo [102], using the same one dimensional FK model, and studying how the
center-of-mass kinetic energy decays in time, given an initial momentum P0 of the chain, equally
distributed to all the atoms. Indeed, they found and characterized a frictionless sliding state,
which they called superlubric, where the kinetic energy of the chain is periodically and reversibly
transferred to excitations of the internal modes of the chain, and then back into translational
kinetic energy. In this regime the chain would slide indefinitely. Interestingly they found these
recurrence phenomena to occur, for large enough values of P0, at any values of the substrate
potential amplitude, even above the critical threshold Uc signaling the Aubry transition of the
static chain. Similar results were also found in two dimensional models [103]. Successive detailed
investigations [104] showed that such superlubric state is in fact only temporary. The onset
of friction occurs in two steps: the resonant coupling of the center-of-mass to modes with the
wave vector q = 2π/ρλ leads to long wave-length oscillations, these in turn drive a complex
parametric resonance involving several resonant modes, which eventually absorb all the kinetic
energy in an irreversible way. The superlubric regime, where recurrence phenomena occur, is
one in which coupling to these resonant modes is very weak and the chain slides with negligible
kinetic friction for relatively long times.
The term superlubricity has been criticized since it suggests that the transition to zero friction
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Figure 1.11: (a) A modified PT-model used to simulate superlubricity of a graphite flake sliding
over graphite. (b) Static friction force as a function of the flake relative angular orientation Φ
with the substrate. Points show the experimental data. The continuous line corresponds to
numerical results obtained from the generalized PT-model. (Adapted from Ref. [111])
can be compared to superfluidity or superconductivity. Even if there is some correlated motion of
the atoms, no pair formation occurs as in the case of superfluids or superconductors. Moreover, as
discussed in the previous paragraph, incommensurability only cancels one channel of dissipation,
which comes from the mechanical instabilities leading to stick-slip motion. Other processes such
as the emission of phonons are always present, and therefore kinetic friction is always finite. In the
case of superconductivity, electric resistance does become zero, so that the prefix “super” is not
appropriate in this case. However, the term superlubricity is quite appropriate from a tribological
standpoint in the sense that the prefix is only indicative of the extremely low friction observed
in superlubric systems, when compared to the values one obtains in similar but commensurate
cases.
Experimentally, the easiest way to induce a transition to the superlubric state is to exploit
relative rotations between hard commensurate surfaces having the same lattice symmetry and
spacing. Controlling the angle of rotation enables to change the geometry of the interface from
aligned and commensurate to misaligned and incommensurate. One then expects to observe a
transition from a highly dissipative stick-slip regime, typical of commensurate “atomically-locked”
systems, to the smooth sliding regime of incommensurate geometries. Indeed, the first evidences
of superlubric sliding were observed in SFA experiments between muscovite mica surfaces [105],
and in STM experiments between a crystalline Si tip and a clean W crystalline substrate [106],
where a frictional reduction of one order of magnitude was registered by rotating the substrate
away from commensuration. Since its discovery, superlubricity has attracted a lot of interest
because of its potential practical applications. In particular the properties of solid lubricants
are currently object of investigations [107–110] as they represent the only way to reduce friction
and wear in cases where the use of liquid lubricants is either impractical or inadequate, as in
vacuum, space technology or automotive transport. Lamellar materials such as graphite and
metal dichalcogenides seem to be the best candidates. Thanks to their layered structure with
weak inter-layer forces, interfacial slipping between different layers allow for easy, low-strength
shearing, necessary to achieve persistent low friction sliding and resistance to wear.
In early experiments Martin and coworkers [112] found that, under high vacuum conditions,
MoS2 film coatings can show extremely low friction coefficients. The origin of superlubricity
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is due to a friction induced orientation of MoS2 two dimensional grains parallel to the sliding
direction, which then serve as easy-shear basal planes for sliding of superimposed crystallites.
High resolution TEM images showed the presence of moiré patterns, indicating the presence of
rotational disorder between such crystallites, the ensuing frictional anisotropy of the basal planes
has been proposed to be the main cause for the observed superlubricity. More recently, detailed
experimental studies of superlubricity were performed adopting a graphite flake attached to an
FFM tip sliding over an atomically flat graphite surface [111, 113, 114]. Extremely low friction
forces, < 50 pN, have been measured at relative orientations between the flake and the substrate
for which the contacting surfaces form an incommensurate interfaces, while for narrow ranges
of orientation angles, corresponding to commensurate contacts, stick-slip motion was observed
and friction was high, typically 250 pN. These results can be described with the generalized PT
model shown in Fig. 1.11a, consisting of a rigid and symmetric graphite flake. Each atom of
the slider interacts with the atoms of the substrate graphite surface, and the total interaction
potential Uflake(xc, yc, φ) of the flake depends only on its center-of-mass position (xc, yc) and on
the misfit orientation angle φ relative to the substrate lattice. Assuming that the flake orientation
φ is locked, the frictional force obtained in numerical simulations agrees with the experimental
observation, as shown in Fig. 1.11b. Moreover, simulations showed that the width ∆φ of the
friction force maxima around commensurate orientations depends on the flake diameter D as
tan(∆φ) = 1/D, so that ∆φ can be used in experiments to estimate the flake size.
Structural lubricity between crystalline interfaces can provide the desired low friction for
applications in nano-mechanichal devices. However, experiments demonstrated that the super-
lubric state may be easily destroyed. Friction experiments between MoS2 surfaces showed that
superlubricity can be achieved only under UHV conditions or in inert ambient [115]. In natural
conditions impurity oxygen atoms can replace sulfur at the interface leading to a substantial
increase in friction, as they impede the formation of the highly oriented low-shear basal planes.
Even in the case of graphite flakes sliding over graphite, superlubricity has been shown to have a
finite life, as the torque acting on the slider can easily rotate it into the – energetically favoured
– aligned configuration, resulting in stick-slip motion [116]. There are on the other hand promis-
ing results showing that extremely robust low values of friction can be attained. Recently, Liu
et al. [110] demonstrated the superlubric behaviour of extended sliders (10 µm ×10 µm) ob-
serving the misfit angle dependent self-retracting behaviour of suspended graphite mesa. Even
if hindered by the large size of the flakes, rotations do occur also in this case [117], causing
high-friction transients as the flakes rotate through successive crystallographic alignments with
the substrate. Nevertheless recent theoretical investigations [117] based on molecular dynamics
simulations have suggested clever mechanisms in order to constrain the rotation of square flakes.
Substrates made by nanoribbonds with width slightly smaller than the sliding flake diameter
can effectively impede rotations of the flake, since exposing suspended parts outside the nanorib-
bond is energetically unfavoured. Biaxial stretching of the graphitic substrate can also be used
to suppress the rotation induced frictional scattering. These observations may serve as a guide
to persistent nanoscale superlubricity in graphitic systems, even in ambient condition.
Several fundamental and practical aspects of structural lubricity are still to be understood.
In QCM experiments for example, when the adsorbate is incommensurate and hard, solitons
exist already in the ground state and their free motion should in principle permit superlubric
sliding. However, significant values of the static friction force are usually observed. The origin
of pinning in hard incommensurate systems is one open question in nanotribology. Possible
explanations have been proposed including pinning defects in the substrates, the presence of
third bodies which can lock the slider [118], or finite size effects [119], but the mechanism remains
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debated. Another issue regards the possibility to observe the superlubric to pinned transition in
genuinely one dimensional incommensurate systems at fixed interface geometry. Experimental
signatures of the Aubry transition have not been observed yet due to the difficulty in realizing
one dimensional interfaces. From a fundamental point of view even more interesting would be the
possibility to investigate this transition in realistic two dimensional interfaces. So far experimental
techniques have not allowed detailed study of this particular aspect because the details of the
interface are neither directly accessible or controllable. However, these questions may be soon
addressed in recently proposed highly tunable experimental set up based on charged particles
interacting with laser-generated fields [120, 121], or at the interface between surfaces coated with
thin ferromagnetic films [122].
1.5 Molecular dynamics simulations of nanofriction
Linear response theory works well only in weak dissipation cases. Minimalistic and phenomenolog-
ical models are powerful interpretative tools for understanding and explaining general frictional
behaviours. However, they usually allow only for qualitative interpretations of experiments. A
more quantitative approach is provided by atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.
Recent advances in computer science enable simulation and real-time visualization of atomic-
scale friction in real systems. MD simulations represent controlled computational experiments,
where the dynamics of all atoms is obtained by numerically solving Newtonian equations of
motion based on suitable interparticle interaction potentials. Usual approaches rely on the use of
large simulation supercells which allow to study different interface geometries, with appropriate
boundary conditions, chosen to explore friction, adhesion, and wear. Restricting here to classical
molecular dynamics, which neglect the electronic degrees of freedom, once the functional form
E({Ri}) of the total energy – depending on all the atomic coordinates {Ri} – is given, the forces
−∇RE acting on the atoms can be calculated, and the trajectories of each particle are obtained by
solving numerically Newton equations of motion for given initial atomic positions and velocities.
Following the time evolution of all the degrees of freedom allow to evaluate instantaneous and
average values of all macroscopic quantities of physical interest, such as frictional forces, slider
velocity and the dissipated power, giving many insights on the intimate processes going on.
Frictional simulations are generally performed out of equilibrium, with external forces acting on
the slider. In order to avoid overheating and achieve steady state, the mechanical energy pumped
inside the system is eliminated by adopting thermostatting algorithms which must not affect too
much the real conservative trajectories of the atoms of the tribologically relevant region of the
system [123–125].
The major problems affecting MD simulations are represented on one side by the choice of
appropriate force-fields between atoms, and on the other side by the limits on the time- and
size-scales effectively explorable given state-of-the-art machines and softwares. In principles, the
exact interatomic forces of real materials must be computed solving the quantum mechanical
dynamical problem taking into account all the electrons. This is a formidable problem which
is treated, at least in an approximate way, in modern ab-initio MD techniques [126]. The com-
putational cost of these approaches allow to simulate small systems and for very short time
intervals (typically less than 1 ns), at the end making them not particularly suited for tribo-
logical studies. Typical MD simulations are therefore based on empirical force fields fitted to
reproduce experimental results obtained in different conditions and for different material combi-
nations. The violent nature of many frictional processes, however, often involve drastic changes in
the environment of interfacial atoms, affecting, e.g., their coordination and chemical behaviour,
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Figure 1.12: Artificial systems of charged particles interacting with optical lattices represent
powerful tools to investigate frictional properties of ideal crystalline interfaces where all relevant
parameters are under control. (a) Linear chain of cold ions interacting with a periodic, laser-
induced “corrugation” potential realize a finite-size version of the Frenkel-Kontorova model,
whose tribology is studied by applying an external electric field. (b) Two dimensional crystals
of charged colloids immersed in water are promising candidates for fundamental studies of the
friction between extended sliding ordered surfaces.
which may result in configurations where the adopted force-field ceases to be reliable. Where
available, this problem can be solved using reactive potentials [127–129] developed in order to
describe chemical reactions and wear. Limitations on the simulation duration and systems size
represent another important issue. Considering the performance of modern CPUs, and classical
MD based on empirical potentials, affordable sizes and simulation durations usually correspond
to thousands of atoms and few µs. Typical sliding velocities of, e.g., AFM experiments are in the
range of ≈ 1µ/sec, so that a fully 3D simulation would be able to follow the tip just for 1 pm,
far too short to observe even a single atomic slip. Nevertheless the amount of useful information
one can extract from MD simulations make it worth to run them at larger velocities. One can
simplify the situation as follows. In fact, nanofriction may be smooth and viscous, or it may be of
the stick-slip type. Viscous friction being proportional to velocity, it can be linearly extrapolated
from large to small speed. Stick-slip friction being roughly independent on velocity may well be
approached at large speed. Thus, despite the above limitations, nowadays MD simulations have
become an essential tool for nanotribologists, as they can provide unique insights on the rele-
vant dissipative mechanisms of sliding interfaces, allowing scientists to not only more accurately
predict the frictional properties of real systems but also to identify the materials and conditions
that determine specific tribological behaviors.
1.6 Artificial toy-systems for application in nanotribology
Charged particles trapped inside optical lattices have been recently proposed as novel candidates
for studies in nanotribology [78, 120, 121, 130, 131]. The first model system we will investigate
is realized by cold ions trapped inside an optical cavity (see Fig. 1.12a). Cold-atoms techniques
allow to confine several tens of ions by means of quadrupolar fields in so-called Paul-traps [132],
where they are forced to form linear chains, thus constituting finite size 1D Coulomb “crystals”.
When positioned inside an optical cavity the ions interact with the standing light wave provided
by a laser beam. The maxima and the minima of the interference pattern result in a sinusoidal
periodic potential felt by the ionized atoms, whose motion can be studied applying an external
electric field. The overall configuration is to all effects similar to a finite-size realization of an
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FK-like model, allowing to study in real experiments fundamental tribological aspects of this
discrete one dimensional model [78, 121, 130]. The second system we will consider consists of
charged colloidal particles suspended in water, which are pushed by the light pressure of laser
beams to form a two dimensional triangular crystal, as shown in Fig. 1.12b. In a similar way to
cold-ion traps, the interference pattern of the lasers can be adapted to produce a 2D substrate
potential, which is felt by the charged colloids as a periodic sequence of wells and hills, mimicking
the attractive and repulsive regions of a crystalline arrangement of atoms. Both these systems
have been recently proved experimentally to be potential tools for understanding fundamental
properties of sliding interfaces at the nanoscale. Bohlein and collaborators [120] observed for the
first time the propagation of topological defects in sliding colloidal monolayers. More recently
Byilinski et al. [133], and Gangloff et al. [134] demonstrated the effects of interface geometric
incommensuration using very small chains of cold ions, and investigated the evolution of dynamic
friction over a broad range of sliding speeds. These toy-models correspond to defect-free, ideal
systems, mimicking the motion of a soft crystalline slider – the repulsive particles’ crystal – inter-
acting with a rigid non-deformable crystalline substrate – the optical lattice. Unlike conventional
sliding surfaces, interfaces with different symmetries, lattice spacings, and corrugation amplitudes
can be constructed at will, realizing, for example, commensurate or incommensurate matchings,
quasicrystal substrate geometries, and possibly “disordered” geometries too. Experimentally all
the relevant parameters are under control. The interface geometry, set by the ratio between the
slider and substrate lattice spacings, can be tuned by changing the ions and colloidal density.
The slider-substrate interaction strength is also under control, as it is fixed by the adjustable
intensity of the laser beams. Most important, using advanced optical techniques in both cases
the positions of the particles can be resolved in real time with resolution below the substrate
periodicity, a unique possibility out of reach of any other “standard” tribological experiments.
A third class of experimental set up enabling the study of the atomic origin of friction is
represented by QCM experiments. The cleanliness achieved under controlled UHV conditions
allows to investigate ideal crystalline interfaces formed by films of rare gas atoms physisorbed on
metallic surfaces. Depending on the temperature, coverage and ultimately on the system interac-
tions at play, the equilibrium properties of the adsorbate may lead to different kind of interfaces,
from commensurate or incommensurate solid-solid interfaces to liquid-solid interfaces [135–137],
all characterized by distinct dynamical responses.
From the theoretical point of view, these model systems can be described by relatively simple
effective hamiltonians. In typical experimental conditions cold ions are separated by few µm and
cooled down below 1 µK, in a regime where quantum effects are negligible [130] and the ions
dynamics is described by the classical motion of repulsive point masses moving in one dimension.
Real colloidal crystal experiments as well are modeled by means of point like particles mutually
interacting via a screened Coulomb potential, and undergoing an overdamped dynamics sub-
ject to a constant and homogeneous external force. Experimentally, the interfaces investigated
in QCM are very well characterized, and allow for accurate modelization. Interactions between
rare gas atoms are well described by appropriate reparametrizations of Lennard-Jones like po-
tentials. Since the compressibility of metals is generally much lower than those for rare gases,
deformations of the substrate are negligible. Realistic MD simulations of QCM experiments are
therefore carried out modeling the periodic potential generated by the rigid substrate assuming
that the interaction between a rare gas atom and the substrate can be represented as a sum of
pairwise terms. In all three cases the low dimensionality, and the simple force fields involved,
allow for extensive and systematic investigation of tribological properties with relatively small
computational efforts.
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1.7 Thesis outline
This thesis is a compilation of results presented or submitted to scientific journals. It addresses
some fundamental issues regarding the sliding of dry crystalline interfaces. In particular we used
the technique of molecular dynamics simulations to study the tribological properties of incom-
mensurate 1D and 2D interfaces, as realized by charged particles trapped in optical lattices, and
monolayers of rare gas atoms adsorbed on the metallic substrate of a QCM.
In Chapter 2 we consider 1D interfaces formed by cold-ions chain interacting with a laser-
induced periodic potential. The aim of the chapter is to demonstrate how this artificial systems
can be used to study (i) the transition from stick-slip to smooth-sliding regime, (ii) the details
of the mechanisms at the onset of motion, and (iii) the change in the dissipative response across
a parameter driven structural phase transition of the slider. These topics are all relevant with
respect the general issue of controlling dissipation in nano-scale systems.
This Chapter is based on the following publication:
D. Mandelli, A. Vanossi, and E. Tosatti, “Stick-slip nanofriction in trapped cold ion chains”,
Phys. Rev. B 87, 195418 (2013).
In Chapter 3 we present MD simulations of incommensurate colloidal monolayers sliding in
presence of a periodic 2D optical lattice. The first question we address concerns the effects on
dissipation of relative misfit rotations in genuinely incommensurate interfaces. We then present
simulation results aimed at the characterization of the superlubric to pinned transition driven
by increasing the particle-substrate interaction strength, a 2D equivalent of the Aubry transition
extensively studied in the 1D FK model. The results obtained for the case study of colloidal
monolayers are of more general validity. The mechanisms investigated in the simulations should
in fact be at play in any clean incommensurate interface.
This Chapter is based on the following publications:
D. Mandelli, A. Vanossi, N. Manini, E. Tosatti, “Friction Boosted by Equilibrium Misalignment of
Incommensurate Two-Dimensional Colloid Monolayers”, Phys. Rev. Lett. 114, 108302 (2015).
D. Mandelli, A. Vanossi, N. Manini, E. Tosatti, “Superlubric-Pinned Transition in Sliding In-
commensurate Colloidal Monolayers”, arXiv:1508.00147 [cond-mat.mes-hall]. To appear in Phys.
Rev. B.
In Chapter 4 we focus on the problem of static friction. Here we consider the case study
of hard incommensurate rare gas submonolayers physisorbed on a metallic substrate, which are
realized in QCM experiments. We present results of realistic simulations concerning the scaling
of static friction as a function of the adsorbed island size, highlighting the role played by the
slider edges in determining the pinning barrier. We also investigate the effects of temperature
and edge geometry.
This Chapter is based on the following publication:
N. Varini, and A. Vanossi, and R. Guerra, and D. Mandelli, and R. Capozza, and E. Tosatti,
“Static friction scaling of physisorbed islands: the key is in the edge”, Nanoscale 7, 2093 (2015).
Chapter 2
Stick-Slip Nanofriction in Trapped Cold Ion Chains
The key feature of friction between solid bodies is hysteresis, that is the difference between to
and fro motion. In time-periodic sliding motion for example, hysteresis is responsible for the
finite area enclosed by the force-displacement cycle, which exactly equals the frictional heat per
cycle. Smallest when the sliding regime is smooth, friction turns large when sliding occurs by
stick-slip – a discontinuous stop and go which constitutes the largest and commonest source
of frictional hysteresis. Generally triggered by mechanical instabilities, stick-slip takes place at
geological, ordinary, and at nanometer length scales alike [9, 96, 97]. Restricting here to the
nano and microscale, which is the focus of much current work, we are naturally interested in
microscopical systems exhibiting a controlled transition between smooth and stick-slip sliding
regimes. Anticipating experiments we will present molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of linear
chains of cold ions sliding over a laser-induced periodic potential. In particular we suggest that
they can be used to study stick-slip as well as the effects on friction of parameter-driven structural
phase transitions occurring inside the slider, another issue of interest in tribology as it may
provide a way to control dissipation.
The Chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 contains the motivations for this study, a
brief description of the system, and a discussion of previous investigations. In Section 2.2 we
describe the model and the protocols used in our MD simulations. Section 2.3 is devoted to
the resulting smooth to stick-slip frictional switch. In Section 2.4 we describe the change of
the frictional behavior across the linear-zigzag structural transition of the ion chain. Finally
Section 2.5 contains our discussion and conclusions.
2.1 Introduction
Recently chains of cold ions trapped inside optical lattices have been proposed as novel can-
didates for studies in the field of friction [78, 130]. One of the motivations has been the pos-
sibility to observe, thanks to their exceptional parameter tunability, the long theorized Aubry
transition, namely the switch between a regular frictional state and the “superlubric” state of
vanishing static friction between idealized incommensurate one dimensional (1D) “crystals”. One
dimensional periodic sliding models, although highly simplified, have long been used to illus-
trate frictional phenomena between periodic lattices [138]. In the so-called Frenkel Kontorova
(FK) model [99], a harmonic chain of classical masses with average spacing ao interacts with a
sinusoidal periodic potential of amplitude U0 and wavelength λ, leading to a commensuration
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Figure 2.1: (a)Schematic of a linear ion chain trapped by an anisotropic confining potential.
Typical ions used in experiments are Ca+ or Mg+, the ion-ion distance at the center of the
chain is of the order of few µm. (b)Nearest-neighbor distance (in dimensionless units, see Sec-
tion 2.2) between the ions of a 101-ions chain at rest and in absence of the corrugation potential.
(c)A possible experimental set-up for the study of the dynamics of the chain using an external
oscillating electric field.
ratio ρ = ao/λ between the two. Such system idealizes the sliding of two crystalline surfaces.
Irrational values of ρ characterize the most interesting incommensurate case between slider and
substrate. Aubry [95, 101] proved long ago that a transition occurs for increasing U0, from what
is now known as a superlubric state where the static friction Fs – the minimal force capable of
initiating sliding – is exactly zero, to a pinned state where Fs is finite. While exceptionally low
friction between incommensurate 3D surfaces has indeed been observed experimentally [111],
there had not been so far experimental demonstrations of the Aubry transition in genuinely
1D systems. Cold ion traps were recently invoked as possible candidates to display the Aubry
transition, thereby surprisingly entering the field of nanotribology [78]. Although not identical to
the FK model, the physics of repulsive particles confined in 1D is expected to be essentially the
same as each ion can still be seen as occupying the center of some overall harmonic potential.
Experimentally [121], chains of up to several tens of positive ions such as Ca+ or Yb+ can be
stabilized using rf quadrupolar fields and cooled down to temperatures below 1 µK. By tuning
the confining cigar-shaped potential to a sufficiently elongated form, the ions can be forced to
form linear chains, while the periodic lattice potential for the ions is provided by a laser standing
wave (see Fig. 2.1a). The position of each single ions can be monitored using advanced optical
techniques with a space resolution below the optical lattice wavelength λ. This allows to study in
details both the ion crystal static structural properties and its dynamics under forced sliding [133,
134]. The confined ion chains do constitute 1D crystal segments, but are not really homogeneous.
The nearest neighbor ion-ion distance, fairly constant at the center, increases at the periphery
and diverges near the extremities, as shown in Fig. 2.1b. Still, the chain center is a reasonable
realization of an FK-like model, and some of the properties of an ideal infinite system can be
in principle realized and observed there [78, 130]. In particular, when λ is incommensurate with
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Figure 2.2: Effective static friction of a 101-ions chain in the linear (red) and zigzag (blue)
configuration plotted against the corrugation potential amplitude U0. The black dashed line is
the static friction of the ideal FK model. (Results taken from Ref. [78])
respect to the central ion-ion spacing ao one can achieve, according to recent predictions [78], a
strong and observable remnant of the Aubry transition. In the confined ion chain, the standard
Aubry transition, which in the infinite chain occurs when the periodic potential (“corrugation”)
amplitude U0 exceeds some critical threshold Uc, is replaced by a static, symmetry breaking
transition of the ground state configuration and geometry. Benassi and coworkers [78] proposed
to observe this transition by measuring the external uniform force FR needed to restore the sym-
metry. Simulations indeed showed that the effective static friction force FR behaves and grows
as a function of U0 > Uc very closely like the static friction force Fs of the ideal infinite chain
thus demonstrating the connection between the two (see Fig. 2.2).
In the present work we move from static friction to the dynamical sliding properties of the
ion chain. In anticipation of future experiments, we have performed classical molecular dynamics
simulations of a 101-ions chain sliding in a golden ratio incommensurate corrugated potential,
with a view to predict and discuss the basic dynamic frictional phenomena of an electric field
solicited trapped ion chain (see Fig. 2.1c). The first question we address is how the chain sliding is
affected as a function of increasing periodic corrugation amplitude U0. Drawing an analogy with
macroscopic frictional experiments, the corrugation plays here the role of the load in ordinary
sliding friction. We show that the trapped cold ions can slide either smoothly or by stick-slip, with
a parameter-controlled transition and a correspondingly strong frictional rise between the former
and the latter. As expected, we find and characterize the transition from a poorly dissipative
smooth sliding regime to a highly dissipative stick-slip regime as U0 is increased. The second
question we address regards the effects on sliding friction of a phase transition occurring inside
the chain, another issue of current interest [78]. As it is known both theoretically [139, 140] and
experimentally [141], a change of aspect ratio in the confining trap effective potential causes the
ion chain to cross a series of structural transitions, from a linear to a planar zig-zag configuration,
further transforming into a fully 3D helix structure. If and when for a sufficiently long chain these
transitions can be considered continuous, the frictional behavior near the transition point could
show remnants of the chain’s critical behavior, as recently suggested theoretically [78].
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Figure 2.3: (a)Linear-zigzag structural transition of a 101-ions chain. rxy is the maximum
displacement of the ions from the z axis. (b)Zigzag-helix transition. The order parameter is the
number of windings of the ions around the z axis.
2.2 Model and simulation protocols
The effective potential of an ion of charge q in a linear anisotropic (Paul) trap can be written
as [132]:









where m is the mass of the ion and ω2⊥ and ω
2
‖ are the strengths of the confining effective
potential, supposed to be harmonic, in the transverse and longitudinal directions. In order to







We then measure masses in units of m, charges in units of q, energy in units of q2/(4πǫ0d), forces
in units of q2/(4πǫ0d2) and time in units of 1/ω⊥. The effective Hamiltonian of N trapped ions



































where the sinusoidal term represents a laser induced periodic potential, mimicking the corrugation
of a hypothetical crystalline substrate lattice.
The ground state geometry of the ions at T = 0 depends on the aspect ratio R = (ω‖/ω⊥)2 of
the anisotropic harmonic confining potential. For small enough R the potential is cigar-like, and
ions are forced to form a linear chain along the trap symmetry axis, z. As R is increased there
is a sequence of shape transitions: first from a straight chain to a planar zigzag chain; next, a
second transition where planarity is lost, and the planar zigzag turns into a helix. Still at T = 0,
and for an infinite chain, both classical transitions are continuous 1. as shown in Fig. 2.3
Following Benassi et al. [78], the main results have been obtained simulating a chain of
101 positive ions choosing ω2‖ = 0.0005, R = 0.0005 and a golden mean incommensurate ratio
1Note that strictly speaking at T = 0 we should not ignore quantum effects and treat this transition as a
quantum critical point, as developed for example in Ref. [144].
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Figure 2.4: Dynamics of δzcm (see text) under periodic sliding. At t=0 the chain is almost
symmetric with respect to the vertex of the confining parabola and δzcm ≈ 0; if the chain is
locked to the substrate δzcm increases as the confining potential moves until a slip event occurs,
which corresponds to a sudden drop to zero of δzcm. The plot shows a result from a simulation
where many slip events are observed during each oscillation back and forth of the chain over the
substrate. The grey dashed line corresponds to the external electric field.
ρ = λ/ao = 2/(1+
√
5), where ao is the center ion-ion spacing. A more practical parameter choice,
closer to typical experimental set-up, is considered and discussed in Appendix A. Chain sliding
is caused by an external slowly oscillating electric field E(t) = zˆE0 sin(Ωt) acting on each ion in
the longitudinal direction, z. We carried out classical damped molecular dynamics integrating
the equations of motion using a standard velocity-Verlet algorithm with time step ∆t = 0.005.







i − γvi, (2.4)
where we have respectively the force due to the ion-ion Coulomb repulsion, the confining potential
force, the corrugation force and a velocity dependent dissipative force controlled by a damping
parameter γ. There is no random force, corresponding to our “T = 0” background assumption.




z2 − zE0 sin(Ωt), (2.5)
which is a confining parabola of vertex ztrap = E0 sin(Ωt)/ω2‖ moving at velocity vtrap =
E0Ωcos(Ωt)/ω
2
‖ . In order to follow stick-slip, when present, we monitored the distance of the
center of mass of the chain from the minimum of the moving parabola:
δzcm(t) = ztrap(t)− zcm(t). (2.6)
Figure 2.4 shows an example of the time evolution of δzcm corresponding to a sequence of external
electric field oscillations.
The dynamic friction of the system is computed as the workW done by the oscillating electric








dt[vi · zˆE0 sin(Ωt)]. (2.7)
Where the integral is calculated over the kth period corresponding to the electric field going from
its minimum value −E0 to its maximum value +E0 and back. The final estimate of the dynamic
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Figure 2.5: (a) Dynamic frictionW of the oscillating ion chain as a function of the corrugation
amplitude U0. The values of E0 = 0.1625, Ω = 0.0002, γ = 0.01 were chosen so as to yield 4-5
slip events during each oscillation in correspondence of the highest values of U0 investigated. (b)
Dynamics of δzcm in the three different regimes of smooth-sliding, regular and irregular stick-
slip. The time interval plotted corresponds approximately to half a period of the oscillating
electric field which increases from −E0 to +E0.







2.3 Dynamic friction, stick-slip and precursor events
Figure 2.5a shows the frictional work W done by the external electric field on the trapped
ion chain as a function of the corrugation amplitude U0. The inset depicts schematically the
expected behavior in the infinite incommensurate FK model, where for U0 < Uc, below the
Aubry transition, motion takes place without static friction, and kinetic friction vanishes in
the limit of infinitely slow sliding. In the chain of trapped ions, finite and inhomogeneous, the
static friction force needed for overall chain motion is nonzero for all corrugations, since the
two extremities are always locked to the corrugation potential. Correspondingly, there is upon
sliding a finite frictional dissipationW for all values of U0. For the chosen external field frequency
Ω = 0.0002 and amplitude E0 = 0.1625 friction grows steadily with corrugation U0 and nothing
significant happens to the dynamic frictionW across the nominal [78] Aubry value Uc = 0.01628.
In fact the dynamics of the chain does not change appreciably above U0 ≈ 0.01.
We can resolve, based on the detailed nature of the sliding trajectories, three different dy-
namical regimes. Figure 2.5b shows the dynamics of δzcm for three representative values of U0.
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Figure 2.6: (a)Dynamics of δzcm in the smooth sliding regime; panel (b) shows the correspond-
ing trajectories of each ion. (c)Dynamics of δzcm in the regular stick-slip regime; panel (d) shows
the corresponding trajectories of each ion. (e)Dynamics of δzcm in the irregular stick-slip regime;
panel (f) shows the corresponding trajectories of each ion.
The features highlighted in the figure are discussed in Section 2.3.
For small corrugations U0 6 U01 = 0.005 the chain follows smoothly the external force and the
friction is modest (with a value determined by, and growing with, the sliding velocity, in turn
proportional to Ω). As U0 is increased further, the smooth sliding dynamics is replaced by a
regular, time-periodic stick-slip regime with accompanying increase of dissipation. So long as
U01 6 U0 6 U02 = 0.01 the slip magnitude is fairly constant during each oscillation. For larger
corrugations finally, U0 > U02 the chain enters a chaotic regime of irregular stick-slip.
Figure 2.6 shows details of the trajectories of the chain center of mass and of all individual
ions in the three regimes. For U0 6 U01 the chain is weakly pinned at the inversions of motion
occurring for E(t) = ±E0. After the depinning the chain follows smoothly the external force;
small oscillations of δzcm are due to internal motion of the chain (see Fig. 2.6a,b). A number of
interesting features appear at the onset of stick-slip U0 > U01, and they are shown in Fig. 2.6c-f.
The head and the tail of the ion crystal are locked to the corrugation potential (see top and
bottom parts of Fig. 2.6d, initial times) while the truly incommensurate central part is free to
slide, thus increasing the ion density of the head, reducing that of the tail and inducing partial
depinning of the chain. The precursor events appear in the head part (see top part of Fig. 2.6d,
times between t = 1.16 and t = 1.22). Although different and connected with inhomogeneity
of stress rather than of contact, partial precursors were also shown to precede the onset of
macroscopic sliding by Fineberg’s group [86, 87]. Partial slips of the chain always start within
the central superlubric region and proceed moving in the direction of the external force. They
are present only in the stick-slip regime and disappear by increasing the average pulling velocity
|vtrap| = 2E0Ω/πω2‖ of the trapping potential (see Fig. 2.7).
Following the precursors, as stress accumulates more and more in time, the system undergoes
a mechanical instability typical of stick-slip [97]. The ensuing main slip of the whole system is
triggered by the creation of a kink-antikink pair (see Fig. 2.8). In the regular stick-slip regime
U01 6 U0 6 U02 the tail drives the sliding onset, and the triggering pair forms in the tail region,
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Figure 2.7: Precursor events observed between two main slip events for (a) |vtrap| = 10−2 and
(b) |vtrap| = 10−1. As the pulling velocity is increased the precursor events disappear signaling
the transition from stick-slip motion to smooth sliding.
Figure 2.8: Example of a triggering event inducing the main slip.
while the chain center and front are still free to slide (see Fig. 2.6d, times between t = 1.22 and
t = 1.25). In the chaotic stick-slip regime U0 > U02 instead, the onset of sliding is different. The
central superlubric flow and partial slips of the front ions first bring the chain into a metastable
state where each ion is locked to the corrugation (see Fig. 2.6f, times between t = 3.5 and
t = 3.6). The generation of a kink-antikink pair forming now in the chain head, as opposed to
the chain tail of the previous regime, eventually leads to global sliding, as shown by the main
slip event at the initial times of Fig. 2.6f. This tail-to-head switch of the triggering event is
a characteristic signature always accompanying the passage from regular to chaotic stick-slip.
On the other hand, neither the sliding onset dynamics nor the dynamical friction magnitude
finally display any particular feature or singularity when the corrugation grows across the Aubry
transition. This result underlines a substantial difference between the frictional behavior of this
short and inhomogeneous chain, and that expected of an ideally infinite and uniform FK-like
chain. In the latter and ideal system there is no other transition than Aubry, and in the limit of
zero sliding speed stick-slip sliding can only take place when static friction turns nonzero, which
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Figure 2.9: Average ion-ion distance (in units of λ) versus time; we considered only the central
31 ions of the chain. After the passage of the superlubric front the center of the chain is left
in a commensurate configuration with ions equally spaced by 2 λ. The same kind of dynamics
occurs at the onset of motion at each values of U0 in the stick-slip region.
is above the Aubry transition. Figure 2.9 shows details of the sliding dynamics in the strongly
corrugated, chaotic stick-slip regime. The average nearest neighbor distance between the central
31-ions portion is displayed as a function of time between two main slips of the crystal. The initial
passage of the “superlubric” front brings the central part to a commensurate configuration with
ions spaced exactly by 2 λ (instead of the original golden ratio spacing 1.618 λ) from one another.
This dynamically induced commensuration brings the whole chain to a temporarily locked state
thus increasing the static friction force needed for the onset of overall motion 2. Subsequent
depinning of the chain off this locked state only occurs as the external force grows further, and is
sudden. This two-stage nature of sliding, and the relative abruptness of the depinning is at the
origin of the chaotic behaviour of stick-slip in this regime.
2.4 Friction singularity across a structural transition
Benassi et al. recently proposed that interesting frictional changes or anomalies could be ob-
served in presence of structural phase transitions [72]. In finite size systems near second order
phase transitions divergences are replaced by broad peaks, which are the signature of the critical
behaviour expected in the thermodynamic limit. It is therefore still interesting to find out what
“singularities” would friction develop upon an overall, collective shape change of our trapped ion
chains. To study that we used a 101-ions chain golden mean incommensurate with respect to
the substrate corrugation potential. We carried out simulations at values of the trapping poten-
tial aspect ratio R straddling the critical value Rc = 0.0008 for the linear-zigzag transition (see
Fig. 2.3a). Although this kind of effect should be quite general, the expected delicacy of this fric-
tional feature should best become apparent under sliding conditions with limited noise, such as
those expected at weak corrugations. Setting U0 = 0.0008 and also γ, Ω and E0 values which lead
to a smooth and gentle sliding dynamics (disturbing the chain to a minimal extent) we obtained
the dynamic friction of Figure 2.10a. Deep enough in the linear chain regime (R ≤ 0.00064) the
ions remains in a strictly 1D configuration during the whole dynamics. Here, only longitudinal
internal vibration degrees of freedom of the chain are excited and W is small and essentially
2A similar behavior has been observed in MD simulations of 2D mesoscopic colloidal monolayers driven over
an incommensurate optical lattice [131].
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Figure 2.10: (a)Dynamic friction across the linear-zigzag transition for U0=0.0008. Parameters
used are: γ=0.0005,E0=0.005078125,Ω=0.0032. Without corrugation potential the chain moves
as a rigid body at a very low dissipation rate independent on R (not shown). As U0 is switched
on, the internal degrees of freedom of the chain begin to dissipate. In this set of simulations
the transverse modes begin to be excited at R ≈ 0.00064. (b) Dynamic friction across the
linear-zigzag transition for U0=0.0004 and (c) U0=0.0001, using E0=0.002539063, Ω=0.0032,
γ=0.0005. By lowering the external electric field and the amplitude of the substrate potential
the onset of the excitation of the transverse modes is shifted towards the static critical value
Rc=0.0008. In this set of simulations the transverse modes begin to be excited at R ≈ 0.00072
and R ≈ 0.00078 respectively for U0=0.0004 and U0=0.0001. (d)Standard deviation σrxy of
the maximum displacement rxy of the ions from the z axis plotted as a function of R and
measured using the whole trajectories of the simulations of panels (a),(b),(c). σrxy is zero until
the transverse modes begin to be excited and it shows a clear maximum near Rc, which becomes
sharper as U0 is decreased.
independent of R. As the critical anisotropy Rc is approached the transverse vibration modes of
the chain soften and become rather suddenly excitable, a new dissipative channel opens and W
rises anticipating the linear-zigzag transition. In a hypothetical infinite chain, where the tran-
sition occurs continuously and critically, the frictional behavior will presumably also exhibit a
critical singularity. Given the finite chain size, the frictional rise is smooth, although it can still
be sharpened by reducing the corrugation amplitude. Figures 2.10b,c show results of simulations
with U0 reduced down to 0.0004, 0.0001 and a lower value of E0. The transverse mode excitation
onset occurs nearer to Rc. That result is made clearer in Fig. 2.10d where the standard deviation
σrxy of the maximum displacement of the ions away from the z axis is plotted against the aspect










σrxy is zero until the transverse modes begin to be excited and it displays a maximum near
the critical point Rc. A further increase of R drives a subsequent transition of the trapped ion
geometry from zigzag to helix, but not much happens here. In this case in fact, on both side of
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the critical point the chain is already in a 3D configuration and its dissipative properties are not
significantly affected by the weaker helical distortion.
2.5 Final remarks
Stick-slip motion is a paradigmatic behavior of any sliding systems, observed from nano to
geological scales. Here we have suggested that trapped cold ions in an optical lattice can be of
help in understanding stick-slip friction, and also the way friction changes when one of the sliders
undergoes structural transitions. For that scope, we simulated the dynamical properties of a 101-
ions chain, driven to slide back and forth by a slowly oscillating electric field in a golden mean
incommensurate periodic “corrugation” potential of increasing magnitude U0. Summing up the
results, as U0 is increased the system turn from smooth sliding to a stick-slip sliding regime, first
regular and then chaotic. Accompanying the transition there is an increase in the dissipation rate,
as is also observed in macroscopic dry friction when the loading force is increased. Three separate
frictional regimes have been identified. A smooth sliding one for weak corrugation, followed by
time-periodic stick-slip sliding at larger corrugation, eventually leading to chaotic stick-slip for
even larger corrugation. Due to the inhomogeneity of the ion crystal the frictional dynamics
of the ion chain shows several novel features reflected in the ion trajectories. The two chain
extremities are always pinned while the incommensurate central part is free to slide following
the external force. The onset of motion in the stick-slip regime is characterized by the presence
of precursor events, i.e. partial slips of side chain portions induced by the superlubric flow of the
truly incommensurate central part. The chaotic stick-slip at large corrugation is connected by an
interesting two-stage process. First, superlubric sliding of the central portion bring the chain to a
temporary commensurate state, locked to the periodic corrugation. Subsequently, as force grows,
a kink-antikink pair is generated and propagates toward the extremities eventually inducing the
slip of the whole system. We also studied the possible anomalies of friction dissipation across
the structural phase transformations of the trapped ions obtained by varying the aspect ratio
R = (ω‖/ω⊥)
2 of the harmonic trapping potential. At fixed ω‖, as R is increased, the ion chain
transforms first from a linear configuration to a planar zigzag and then to a helix. The energy
dissipation increases characteristically at the linear to zigzag transition as the softening of the
transverse modes opens new dissipative channels. Conversely, the zigzag to helix transition does
not yield significant frictional changes.
Recently the first frictional experiments [133, 134] were performed using chains of up to six
cold ions. In particular the effects of incommensuration were demonstrated – quite surprisingly –
to emerge already in the limiting case of just three ions, with some hints suggesting that the Aubry
transition could be accessible even in this tiny crystals [145, 146]. The experimental conditions
adopted in those studies are far from our simulation set-up considering 101 ions, where one should
be able to observe a strong stick-slip regime. However, numerical investigations performed in a
range of experimentally accessible parameters (see Appendix A) reveal that the more relevant
dynamical features should become observable in future experiments.
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Chapter 3
Sliding Friction in Incommensurate Colloidal Monolay-
ers
Bohlein and collaborators [120] showed that the sliding of a 2D crystalline monolayer of col-
loidal particles in an optical lattice provides unexpected information on elementary tribological
processes in sliding crystalline interfaces with ideally controlled commensurabilities. Given the
scarcity of reliable and controllable frictional systems, it is hard to overestimate the importance
of such artificial interfaces with full external control over all parameters including periodicity,
coupling strengths, and applied forces. For this reason 2D monolayers in periodic lattices require
a close theoretical study. In this Chapter we consider the general case of incommensurate inter-
faces by studying the static and dynamic properties of 2D colloidal monolayers via realistic MD
simulations, in principle directly comparable with experiments in the set-up of Ref. [120]. We first
show that the ground state configuration usually corresponds to a monolayer slightly misaligned
with respect to the substrate periodic potential. This small misalignment, so far overlooked,
have significant consequences on the dissipative sliding of the interface, when compared to the
aligned case. Second, we focus on the static friction force Fs of the monolayer and we describe
the transition from the free sliding (Fs ≈ 0) to the pinned regime (Fs > 0) as a function of the
monolayer-substrate interaction strength, which we find to coincide with a first order structural
transition of the colloidal crystal.
The Chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 introduces the system under study, discusses
the motivations for the present investigation and outlines the main questions addressed in the
Chapter. In Section 3.2 we describe the model and the protocols adopted for the simulations.
Section 3.3 is devoted to the description of the misaligned ground state configuration of the
interface and its dissipative properties under sliding, while in Section 3.4 we describe the free-
sliding to pinned transition. Section 3.5 contains our final remarks and conclusions.
3.1 Introduction
Our reference is the experiment by Bohlein [120] and co-workers, which uses repulsive colloidal
particles suspended in water. Colloids are confined by the light pressure of laser beams and forced
to reside in a 2D region, where they form a periodic triangular lattice whose mean spacing ac – of
the order of few µm – is set by the adjustable 2D particle density (see Fig. 3.1). The interference
fringes of the same laser beams also provide a periodic substrate “corrugation” potential of
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Figure 3.1: (a) Charged colloidal particles suspended in water are pushed towards the bottom
of the experimental cell by the pressure applied using interfering laser beams. They reside in a
2D region forming a triangular crystal, whose mean lattice spacing is of the order of 4-5 µm,
tuned by controlling the particle density inside the cell. (b) Colloids form an extended 2D island
displaying density modulations (the moiré solitonic pattern) as they interact with the periodic
substrate “corrugation” potential generated by the lasers interference, as depicted schematically
in the inset.
spacing al felt by the charged colloids, mimicking the periodic potential of an atomically ordered
surface (an optical lattice of triangular symmetry would correspond, e.g., to the (111) plane of
an fcc crystal), and whose strength U0 is controlled by the laser intensity. Sliding is achieved
by applying a driving force Fd to all particles via the viscous drag induced by moving back and
forth, inside the optical cavity, the experimental cell containing the colloidal suspension. These
experiments represent a realization at the micrometer length scale of the ideal sliding between
a mobile “atomic” monolayer (the sliding colloidal crystal) over a rigid crystalline substrate (the
optical lattice). The really innovative feature introduced by this set-up relies on the possibility to
follow in real time the particles’ positions and velocities, allowing one to investigate in full details
the ongoing dynamical mechanisms, hitherto restricted to the ideal world of MD simulations.
Two atomically flat and perfect crystal surfaces in contact are commensurate when the mis-
match ratio ρ = al/ac between their lattice parameters is rational. Perfect matching (ρ = 1)
between two lattices of same symmetry represents the simplest situation, where the atoms of one
crystal lattice (the slider) perfectly fit the minima of the two-dimensional “corrugation” periodic
potential landscape generated by the other lattice (see Fig. 3.2a). Both experiments [120] and
theory [131, 147] indicated that commensurate (ρ = 1) friction is large. Also, in this case a finite
and large external force is required to dislodge the slider atoms from the potential minima, so as
to nucleate, at finite temperature [148, 149], the onset of sliding. A situation far more common
in nature corresponds to a mismatch between the periodicities of the two contacting lattices usu-
ally realized by a value ρ 6= 1, as shown schematically in Fig. 3.2b. Incommensurate interfaces
also naturally exhibits more interesting tribological features than commensurate ones [131]. In
this case friction is much smaller than the one observed in commensurate geometries, the drop
reflecting the great mobility of pre-existing misfit dislocations, also called kinks or “solitons”.
Here we focus on colloidal crystals sliding over a triangular periodic potential at fixed ge-
ometry (fixed ρ), and we investigate the frictional properties of incommensurate interfaces. At
zero temperature, a systematic study of the tribological features of the colloidal monolayer re-
quires first of all to look for the lowest total energy configuration at each given value of the
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Figure 3.2: (a) Schematics of a ρ = 1 commensurate interface between a colloidal monolayer
(black dots) and a triangular optical lattice potential (light spots correspond to the minima). (b)
A colloidal monolayer of lattice spacing ac with a mismatched triangular potential of periodicity
al = ρac. The two lattices are mismatched but aligned. (c) Colloidal monolayer with a small
misfit angle θ with respect to the mismatched substrate. This kind of rotation generally lowers
the energy and is a likely equilibrium feature [150].
corrugation parameter U0. For a perfectly commensurate (ρ = 1) interface the global minimum
of the total energy corresponds to the trivially aligned case where each particle sits in one well
of the substrate potential. However for incommensurate interfaces one has to keep in mind that
the aligned case shown in Fig. 3.2b is not necessarily energetically favourable. It is known [151],
for example, that a harmonic monolayer subject to a weak incommensurate periodic potential
may gain energy by an equilibrium geometric misalignment θ of the monolayer (see Fig. 3.2c).
So far unnoticed, even if present in some published experimental results, we will show that this
misalignment occurs also in incommensurate 2D colloidal monolayers.
Relative rotations between slider and substrate are known to affect the frictional properties
of the interface. A paradigmatic example is that of a graphene flake sliding over graphite [111],
where friction turns from high values in the aligned, and therefore commensurate and pinned
case, to very small values when the flake is rotated away from commensuration. In genuinely in-
commensurate geometries one may be led to think that relative rotations should not be important
in determining the dissipative properties of the sliding interface. Our simulations show instead
that the dynamic friction can increase by a significant factor at the energetically favourable
misalignment θopt with respect to the aligned case θ = 0, considered for example in Ref. [131].
The second main issue we address in this Chapter is the nature of static friction against sliding
of a 2D lattice onto a 2D incommensurate corrugation. An interesting experimental observation
was the reduction by one order of magnitude of the static friction force Fs in incommensurate
monolayers with respect to commensurate ones (see Fig. 3.3). This aspect was further investigated
in realistic numerical simulations by Vanossi [131] and co-workers, who found a “superlubric”
state with vanishingly small values of Fs for small values of U0, which changed into a pinned
state of the monolayer, where Fs becomes finite, above a certain threshold substrate corrugation.
However they did not perform a detailed investigation of the transition. The reference point for
our understanding is the 1D case, epitomized by the so-called Frenkel-Kontorova (FK) model,
consisting of a harmonic chain of classical point particles in a static sinusoidal potential, an
idealized system whose physics has been very widely studied and understood [99]. In 1D, the
incommensurability between interparticle spacing and sinusoidal potential wavelength gives rise
to a potential-induced deformation of the chain particle position, that can be described by a
deformation of the chain’s phase Φ(x) relative to that of the potential, from the non-interacting
straight line of slope (ρ − 1) to a staircase with the same mean slope but formed by nearly
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Figure 3.3: Colloidal monolayer center-of-mass velocity v as a function of the external driving
F obtained in the experiment by Bohlein et al. [120]. Different colors correspond to different in-
terface geometries: commensurate ρ = 1 (green triangles), incommensurate ρ = 0.912, 0.842 (red
and blue triangles), and for a quasiperiodic substrate (magenta pentagons). The depinning force
at which the monolayer is set into motion is below the experimental resolution incommensurate
conditions.
horizontal, approximately constant phase terraces. These commensurate domains are separated
by steps in the relative phase, often called solitons (or kinks) and antisolitons (or antikinks),
where most of the misfit stress is concentrated. This 1D system is known to display a remarkable
dynamical phase transition, first described by Aubry [101]. When the corrugation is weak, below
a critical magnitude, when the soliton widths are comparable to or larger than that of terraces
and the overall phase modulation is small, the FK chain exhibits no pinning, the static friction
is zero. In this regime one finds particles at all potential values, and all possible phases of the
chain particles are accessible in dynamics. Since the total potential energy is independent of
the phase, δE/δΦ = 0, the chain as a whole can be displaced by any infinitesimal force, a state
that has been dubbed “superlubric” [102]. However, above a critical corrugation magnitude, whose
value depends on precise parameters and incommensurability, the chain develops a nonzero static
friction through the continuous “Aubry” phase transition. The essence of the Aubry transition is
that the probability to find a particle exactly at a potential maximum drops mathematically to
zero (of course at T = 0). Thus, even if δE/δΦ is still zero, this new dynamical constraint limits
phase-space accessibility, breaking ergodicity in a way similar to a glass transition, with the onset
of static friction and of chain pinning against free sliding. This transition is of a dynamical nature,
so that even if the step-terrace deformation of the chain’s phase Φ(x) becomes more marked in
the pinned state, it still remains similar in nature to the superlubric one. Although suggestive,
the static structure difference between the two does not reveal the essence of the transition. A
more relevant signature is provided by the sliding friction. In the superlubric state, sliding of
the chain occurs under any applied force however small, and can be envisaged as a state of flow
of the solitons. Soliton motion causes dissipation, increasing with speed in correspondence with
increasing emission of phonons. In the pinned state, chain sliding occurs only once the static
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friction force is overcome, at which point the sliding dynamics becomes generally quite different
from the superlubric state.
In view of this well-known 1D case, it is physically clear that a qualitatively similar state of af-
fairs should also occur in 2D incommensurate sliders. That is actually a case much more relevant
in practice, where one expects free, superlubric sliding for weak corrugation, and pinning with
stick-slip for strong corrugation. Superlubricity is documented in several real 2D systems. Very
small values of the static friction force Fs were observed for a rotationally misaligned graphene
flake sliding over graphite [111], the pinned configuration corresponding to the aligned, commen-
surate case. Superlubricity and consequent ultra-low dynamic friction has also been demonstrated
or implied in a number of cases, such as also telescopic sliding among carbon nanotubes [152,
153], in cluster nanomanipulation studies [154, 155], and in the sliding of rare-gas adsorbates [156,
157]. However, there is no experimental case so far exhibiting a clear superlubric-pinned tran-
sition among 2D incommensurate sliders under fixed geometrical conditions. Experiments [120]
and simulations [131] however indicated that the study of the transition from the superlubric
to the pinned state, done at constant lattice mismatch, and at constant mutual alignment is
potentially feasible for sliding colloid monolayers. The question we address here, only marginally
touched upon so far [99] is whether at constant mismatch the weak- and the strong-corrugation
regimes will again or will not be separated by a well-defined superlubric-pinned phase transi-
tion of the same type as that described by Aubry in 1D, the only case where a mathematical
treatment has been worked out. Colloid monolayers offers the ideal chance to verify this point if
not analytically at least numerically in a realistic and relevant case. For a 2D triangular crystal
monolayer interacting with a mismatched rigid corrugation periodic potential the 1D soliton-
terrace staircase is replaced by a 2D superlattice of nearly commensurate domains. The domains
are separated by soliton (antisoliton) misfit dislocation lines, depending on the specific value of
ρ, and of the misalignment angle. In triangular symmetry, three families of soliton lines, oriented
at ±120 degrees from one another, will generally coexist. The coincidence plot between the two
lattices (monolayer and periodic corrugation) realizes a moiré pattern, consisting of a patchwork
of nearly commensurate, roughly hexagonal domains separated by the soliton lines, which con-
centrate the mismatch of the two lattices [158]. Like in 1D, the sliding of the 2D monolayer
enacts a ”flow” of the solitons in the moiré pattern. The main questions which we will address
are: (a) Is there a sharp superlubric-pinned transition in the sliding of incommensurate colloid
monolayers for increasing corrugation strength? (b) Is this 2D transition continuous (as in 1D),
or first order? (c) Does the spontaneous misalignment of the ground state affect the transition,
and when so, to what effect? We will present simulations for a model incommensurate monolayer
which show that: (a) Superlubricity is replaced by pinning through a sharp transition. (b) That
transition is, at least for the set of parameters used, of first order rather than continuous. (c)
Spontaneous rotations very definitely affect the transition point, decreasing its critical value of
corrugation U0.
3.2 Model and simulation protocols
The 2D colloidal layer is represented by classical particles interacting via a screened-Coulomb
potential
U(r) = Q2 exp(−r/λd)/r, (3.1)
where Q is the effective charge and λd is the Debye screening length. Typical experimental
interparticle separation is ac ≈ 5.7µm ≈ 30λd, safely larger than the colloid radius r ≈ 2 µm,
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Model Expression Typical Value
Viscous coefficient γ 6.3× 10−8 kg/s
Length ac 5.7 µm
Force F = Qe−ac/λD/(λDac) 20 fN
Energy E = Fac 1.1× 10−19 J
Velocity V = F/γ 0.3 µm/s
Power P = F 2/γ 6.3× 10−21 W
Time t0 = γac/F 18 s
Mass m = γ2ac/F 1.1× 10−6 kg
Table 3.1: Basic units for various quantities in our model and typical values mimicking the
setup of Ref. [120].
defining the distance at which an additional hard-core repulsive term sets in. Due to the violent
increase of the Coulomb interaction, colloids never approach very closely, allowing to treat the
particles as point-like objects. The experimental laser-induced “corrugation” potential is modeled
via a periodic function of amplitude U0, periodicity al, and triangular symmetry





















We performed simulations both at fixed density, periodic boundary conditions (pbc), and in open
boundary conditions (obc). In the latter case confinement of the purely repulsive particles is
achieved by adding a global Gaussian force field of intensity AG and large width σG, mimicking
the profile of the laser spot. The resulting overall external potential is
Vext(r) = exp(−r2/σ2G) (−AG +W (r)) . (3.2)
As suggested by experiments [120], both the confining amplitude AG and the corrugation poten-
tial W (r) are controlled by the same gaussian modulation. Simulations in pbc are performed by
setting AG = 0 and choosing a very large value of σG, so that e−r
2/σ2
G ≈ 1 inside the supercell,













Neglecting the gaussian force field, it is useful to split the total energy per particle 〈Etot〉 =
Etot/Np into two contributions:
〈Etot〉 = 〈W 〉+ 〈Upp〉 , (3.4)
namely the periodic lattice energy part
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Figure 3.4: The average nearest-neighbor distance δNN scaled with respect to the central
colloid-colloid mean spacing ac of the circular island in obc, plotted as a function of the distance
from the island center. The particle density slightly decreases towards the periphery as a result
from the balance between the interparticle repulsion and the gaussian confining force-field.






The equation of motion for the j-th particle displacement rj is







In sliding simulations vd represents the drift velocity of the experimental cell, giving rise to a
Stokes’ drag force Fd = γvd, experienced by each particle [131]. The overdamped dynamics
typical of this system is achieved by adopting a sufficiently large value of the damping coefficient
γ. We used γ = 28 in all simulations. Given the slow motion under study (vd ≈ 1 µm/s) and
the relatively small volume fraction occupied by the particles, it is also appropriate to neglect
hydrodynamic forces. We carried out mainly T = 0 simulations integrating the equations of
motions using an adaptive Runge-Kutta algorithm. When needed, thermal (Brownian) motion
is simulated by adding suitable random Gaussian forces in a Langevin approach. If not specified,
all results are expressed in terms of the basic units defined in Table 3.1, where values are inspired
by those in the experiment by Bohlein [120].
3.2.1 Open boundary conditions simulations
In obc equilibrium configurations were generated starting from a circular island cut out of a
perfect triangular crystal at ac = 1 and fully relaxed inside the confining potential at zero
corrugation U0 = 0. We considered a large number of particles Np ≈ 28, 827, fixing Q2 = 1013,
λD = 0.03, σG = AG = 1200. With this choice, the colloidal monolayer’s density, nearly constant
in the central part, slowly decreases towards the periphery, as shown in Fig. 3.4. In order to fix
ρ we considered as a reference the interparticle distance in the central homogeneous part of the
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system ac ≈ 0.983. We then carried out damped-dynamics simulations at T = 0 increasing the
corrugation U0 in steps ∆U = 0.018. We followed the same protocol starting from islands rotated
at different initial misalignment angles θi, ranging between 0 ≤ θi ≤ 30◦. From this procedure,
we obtained energy curves, whose minima determined the optimal static configurations and
equilibrium misalignment angle θopt. We note that in this process the final orientation θf of
the island at the end of optimization is not identical to the initial angle θi; however, it usually
remains very close. Results are then given as a function of θ = θi. All relaxed configurations with
θ 6= θopt represent locally stable (and generally metastable) states of the system.
In real sliding experiments the driving force is the viscous drag exerted on each colloid by
a slow fixed-amplitude oscillatory motion of the experimental cell. The slow time scale yields
long time intervals with constant drag force. Our dynamical simulations were therefore carried
out by applying to each particle the same driving force Fd = γvd, usually along the x axis. Fd
was kept constant during a finite time tF inversely proportional to the force value Fd itself (and
thus the overall sliding speed). After this time, the force sign was reversed for the same time
duration. The particle motion being overdamped, there are no effects of inertia. The product
Fd tF was chosen so that an isolated unconfined particle would move by a few lattice spacings
Fd tF/γ ≈ 2− 3 ac typically.
When studying the sliding of the monolayer in obc, the Gaussian confining potential is kept
fixed in time. Only the homogeneous central part of the island is sliding, whereas the boundary
tends to remain pinned during the slow oscillatory cycle. In order to exclude undesired edge
effects, we selected a square central region of size 80×80 a2c , containing ∼ 7, 500 particles. Aiming
at describing steady-state sliding, we discarded an initial transient of approximately 30% of the
simulation time and computed averages considering particles which at t = 0 were residing in this
central block. Following Ref. [131], the dissipated friction power is calculated according to:
pfric = Fd · 〈vcm〉 − γ|〈vcm〉|2 = (γ/Np)Σi〈|vi − vcm|2〉 (3.8)
where vcm is the center-of-mass velocity, vi is the velocity of particle i, and brackets denote
steady-state averages. We obtained curves of pfric versus θ by applying this procedure to each of
the misaligned static configurations produced following the protocol described earlier. We verified
that due to the relatively large size of the island and the short duration of the simulations the
initial angular orientation of the island is preserved during the sliding trajectory (even at finite
temperature).
3.2.2 Periodic boundary conditions simulations
Simulations in pbc were performed fixing Q2 = 1013, λD = 0.03, AG = 0, and σG = 1013,
large enough to ensure Vext = W inside the adopted supercells. The desired value of ρ = al/ac
was set by choosing an appropriate value of al, while fixing ac as our length unit. Any desired
misalignment angle between the corrugation and the colloidal triangular lattices was implemented
by means of a suitably chosen supercell, built using a standard procedure as follows [159]. The
two lattices are defined by the pairs of primitive vectors a1 = al(1, 0), a2 = al(0.5,
√
3), and b1 =
ac(cos θ, sin θ), b2 = ac(cos(θ+π/3), sin(θ+π/3)). The overall supercell-periodic structure can be
realized if four integers exist which satisfy the matching condition n1a1+n2a2 = m1b1+m2b2.
The ensuing supercell is that of a triangular lattice of size L = |m1b1 + m2b2|, containing a
total number of particles Np = m21 +m1m2 +m
2
2. In practice we fixed ac = 1 and varied n1,2,
m1,2 in search of structures with a mismatch ρ = al/ac ≈ 3/(1+
√
5) – close to the experimental
values of Ref. [120] – and θ near the desired value, with the obvious additional constraint that the
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(n1,n2) (m1,m2) ρ θ Np
(96,96) (89,89) 0.92708333 0 7,921
(105,59) (107,71) 0.92705245 2.54◦ 20,701
(96,72) (100,54) 0.92705012 5.07◦ 18,316
(78,74) (59,103) 0.92705113 9.78◦ 17,332
Table 3.2: Parameters of the four supercells adopted for the simulations in pbc (see text for
definitions). The supercells are determined following the procedure outlined in the text. For
θ = 0, the adopted mismatch ρ = al/ac = 89/96 corresponds to the sixth approximation in the
continued fraction expansion of 3/(1 +
√
5).
number of particles Np should not be too large. We considered the aligned configuration θ = 0,
plus the following misaligned configurations: θ ≃ 5◦, θ ≃ 10◦ and θopt ≃ 2.54◦. The latter chosen
close to the Novaco-McTague (NM) equilibrium misalignment angle θNM ≃ 2.58◦ predicted by
weak-coupling elastic theory [150, 151]. Table 3.2 collects the adopted supercell parameters.
To identify the distorted colloid lattice configuration of lowest energy in presence of the
corrugation we carried out T = 0 damped-dynamics simulations testing different protocols. In
the first we increased the corrugation amplitude U0 in steps ∆U = 0.018 – eventually reduced
near transition critical points – then reversing the sign of ∆U and decreasing U0 back to zero in
order to check for hysteresis across structural transitions. The maximum values of the corrugation
considered is Umax = 1. In the second protocol we switched on abruptly the corrugation at given
values of U0 with the monolayer initially either undistorted or in a configuration previously fully
relaxed at Umax. Eventually the lowest energy configurations were always obtained using the first
protocol described above.
The depinning of the monolayer was studied by applying to each colloid a driving force Fd,
generally along a high-symmetry direction of the laser substrate potential. For a given value of U0,
the single particle barrier for the onset of motion is Fs1 = 8πU0/9al. The external force was then
increased adiabatically in steps ∆F = 0.002, much lower than the lowest value of Fs1 considered.
The simulations duration was fixed in such a way that a single free particle would slide by a total
distance of 10 ac. A colloid configuration was classified as sliding when the procedure produced
a final center-of-mass displacement ∆xcm & 2 ac.
3.2.3 Moiré pattern geometry
Preliminary to presenting our results, it is useful to recall a few geometrical concepts. A given
mismatch ρ and misalignment angle θ induce a specific moiré pattern of the colloidal crystal. The
moiré superstructure of an undistorted monolayer is entirely described by its overall periodicity
L and its orientation angle ψ relative to the substrate. Similar to the beats of two sinusoids in
one dimension, the values of ψ and L are governed by the difference G−G′ between the smallest
reciprocal lattice vectors of the monolayer and optical potential. The relations connecting ρ and
θ to ψ is given by [160]
cos θ = ρ−1 sin2 ψ + cosψ
√
1− ρ−2 sin2 ψ , (3.9)
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Figure 3.5: Examples of the moiré patterns obtained at ρ ≈ 0.927 for misfit angles (a) θ = 0,
(b) θopt ≈ 2.54◦, (c) θ ≈ 5◦, and (d) θ ≈ 10◦. A small portion of the simulation supercells in obc
is displayed, containing an undistorted monolayer. The particles’ colors reflect the underlying
corrugation potential W (x, y): dark for potential minima, bright for maxima. According to
Eq. (3.9), at θ ≃ 2.54◦ the moiré orientation is ψ ≃ 30◦. As θ increases the superstructure
periodicity shrinks rapidly and rotates all the way to ψ ≃ 60◦ (c).
which, for ρ ≃ 1 produces a rapid reorientation of the moiré pattern for small changes of θ ≃ 0,
as shown in Fig. 3.5, where the moiré of the incommensurate interface is visualized by coloring
each colloids according to the local value of the underlying corrugation potential W (x, y). As
the moiré superlattice rotates by ψ, its spacing L also decreases [161] from the aligned value of
about L = acρ/(1− ρ) to the rotated value L′ = ac/
√
1 + ρ−2 − 2ρ−1 cos θ.
3.3 Frictional dissipation at equilibrium misalignment
A long-known theoretical result [151] suggests that a harmonic monolayer subject to an incom-
mensurate periodic potential of weak amplitude U0 may partly convert the misfit compressional
stress to shear stress by an equilibrium geometric misalignment of the monolayer (see Fig. 3.2c)
through a small rotation angle
θNM = arccos
(
1 + ρ2(1 + 2δ)
ρ[2 + δ(1 + ρ2)]
)
, (3.10)
whose energy-lowering effect originates from a better interdigitation of the two lattices. Indepen-
dent of U0, the rotation angle is nonzero in this approximation provided the transverse 2D sound
velocity cT is sufficiently smaller than the longitudinal cL, precisely if δ = (cL/cT )2 − 1 > ρ−1.
While this kind of rotated epitaxy has been addressed experimentally [163, 164] and theoreti-
cally [165] for adsorbed rare-gas monolayers, its possible presence in colloidal monolayers was
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Figure 3.6: Relative static energy of structure-optimized colloid islands in obc as a function
of the trial rotation angle θ. (a) Total energy per particle 〈Etot〉. (b) Periodic-potential (cor-
rugation) contribution 〈W 〉 to 〈Etot〉. (c) Interparticle interaction contribution 〈Upp〉 to 〈Etot〉.
Curves correspond to increasing corrugation amplitude U0 = 0.18− 0.54. Energies are measured
relative to that of the colloidal monolayer at rest and at U0 = 0. Dashed line: ideal NM angle,
Eq. (3.10), θNM ≈ 2.6◦.
so far unsuspected. More importantly in the context of sliding friction, the tribological impact
of an equilibrium geometrical misalignment is unexplored in any incommensurate system. The
externally forced rotation turning a commensurate layer into incommensurate is well known to
reduce friction, as exemplified by the sliding of graphene flakes on graphite [111, 116]. Different as
these two cases are, a possible expectation might be that the equilibrium geometry, alignment of
commensurate layers, or misalignment of incommensurate layers, should always exhibit a higher
friction relative to forcedly rotated ones, since the optimal T = 0 geometry must in every case
corresponds to a closer interdigitation of the two lattices.
First, let us consider structural alignment. Here we shall focus for specificity on the underdense
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Figure 3.7: Equilibrium configurations obtained in obc for ρ ≃ 0.83 and U0 = 6.3. (a) Unrotated
θ = 0; (b) optimally rotated θopt = 7◦. Dark/light colloids enjoy best/worseW . Only the central
part of the island, optimized in obc, is shown. (c) Experimental geometry for the same ρ, adapted
from Ref. [162], where both the moiré angles and spacing compare directly with (b) rather than
(a). The experimental setup corresponds to a softer colloidal crystal at a larger lattice spacing
ac ≃ 6.5 µm, with respect to Ref. [120]. In this case a more appropriate value for the basic
energy unit is E ≃ kBTroom = 4.1× 10−21 J.
Figure 3.8: Moiré patterns of the particle monolayer’s central region as obtained in obc for
ρ = 0.927, U0 = 0.27, (a) for θ = 0 (moiré angle ψ = 0) and (b) for the optimal θ = 4◦ (moiré
angle ψ ≈ 15◦). Each dot indicates a particle in the unrelaxed configuration, colored according
to the local corrugation potential W (r): dark for potential minima, bright for maxima. White
arrows show the displacements of each particle from the ideal triangular lattice to the fully
relaxed configuration, magnified 15 times. The compression-dilations at θ = 0 are turned into
largely shear, vortex-like displacements at θopt = 4◦.
(less particles than substrate potential minima) incommensurate case ρ = 3/(1 +
√
5) ≃ 0.927,
and consider simulations performed at zero temperature, since the results are clearer and require
less statistics in this limit. In Appendix B we report both about finite temperature simulations,
which are otherwise not essentially different, and we briefly discuss the physics with different
values of ρ 6= 1 including ρ > 1, which is qualitatively similar. Figure 3.6a shows the total
energy per particle of the colloidal monolayer in obc as a function of the misalignment angle θ,
obtained for a range of corrugations U0 = 0.1−0.6. The total energy minimum versus θ confirms
the structural misalignment angle at equilibrium, with a magnitude in the range 3◦ < θopt <
5◦ (depending on the optical lattice strength U0). Demonstrating the robustness of this small
rotation, a similar result was obtained also in pbc simulations where a 2D colloid lattice initially
aligned at θ = 0 was found to be misaligned, with a small rotation angle θopt ≃ 2.3◦ after an
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Figure 3.9: Dissipated friction power pfric as a function of the trial misalignment angle θ
(U0 = 0.27). Three curves are reported corresponding to increasing values of the driving force
Fd = 0.18, 0.27, 0.36. The inset shows pfric as a function of Fd for two values of θ.
annealing procedure. This rotation occurred spontaneously during the simulation at the cost
of creating the dislocations required by the pbc constraints (see Appendix B). These structural
results compare instructively with those expected from the harmonic model [151]. In our case a
2D phonon calculation for the monolayer yields a sound velocity ratio cL/cT = 1.806, larger than
the theoretical threshold value (1+ρ−1)1/2 ≃ 1.442. The corresponding theoretical misalignment
θNM ≃ 2.6◦ is in qualitative agreement with the more realistic simulation result. Figure 3.6b,c
shows how the two pieces which compose the total energy per particle 〈W 〉 and 〈Upp〉 behave.
Misalignment raises the interparticle energy, but that cost is overcompensated, by a factor 2, by
a corrugation energy gain. The incommensurate colloid static equilibrium structure is misaligned
because that permits a better interdigitation with the optical lattice.
Even if our predicted misalignments are small, their experimental existence is easily revealed,
because the rotation angle θ between two lattices is highly amplified by the moiré pattern,
which rotates relative to the periodic potential lattice by an angle ψ, given in Eq. (3.9). As
an example, Fig. 3.7 reports the structures of the artificially unrotated and of the optimally
rotated (θopt = 7◦) configurations calculated for ρ ≃ 0.83 and U0 = 6.3 (parameters believed
to be appropriate to experiments in Ref. [162]) in comparison with one another and with the
corresponding experimental structural moiré. Both the orientation and spacing of Fig. 3.7c agree
with the θopt = 7◦ but not with the θopt = 0 pattern, proving that the misalignment was actually
present in that experiment.
The particle static displacements associated with the optical lattice potential are also enlight-
ening. Figure 3.8 shows the moiré pattern of a small portion of the monolayer island (ρ = 0.927,
U0 = 0.27) for θ = 0 and for θopt = 4◦, corresponding to a moiré angle ψ ≈ 15◦. Particle
displacements, designated by arrows, change from radial longitudinal compression-dilations to
mixed shear-longitudinal, vortex-like displacements upon optimal misalignment. A large 2D bulk
modulus and a weak shear rigidity of the crystalline monolayer are crucial factors increasing the
extent of the shear distortions, therefore enhancing the lattice misalignment.
We now come to our second point, i.e., the forced sliding of the particle monolayer over the
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Figure 3.10: (a-c) The distribution Pr of nearest-neighbor distances in the static relaxed
configurations (Fd = 0, U0 = 0.27) at rotation angles θ = 0, θ = θopt = 4◦, and θ = 10◦. (d-f)
Corresponding velocity distribution Pv of particles sliding under a driving force Fd = 0.36.
periodic corrugation and the associated frictional losses. The shear distortions and the corre-
sponding increased interdigitation at the optimal misalignment angle θopt are expected to affect
the sliding of the particle lattice over the periodic potential. Sliding is realized by a flow of the
soliton superstructure, accompanied by dissipation as part of the work goes into soliton-related
time-dependent distortions of the 2D lattice. That work will change once the nature (longitudinal
to shear), orientation (0 to ψ), periodicity (L to L′) change with θ (0 to θopt). We determine the
magnitude of the expected friction change by simulating the overdamped sliding dynamics of the
obc island over a range of θ values, so as to assess the frictional effect of misalignment near its
optimal value. We applied a driving force Fd acting on each particle, slowly varying to-and-fro
as a function of time, mimicking the experimental drag force γvd induced by a fluid of viscosity
γ and slowly back and forth time-dependent speed vd. Here we will consider Fd applied along
the high symmetry direction of the substrate potential Eq. (3.2) coinciding with the x-axis of
our reference frame. In Appendix B it is shown that the results are actually independent on the
orientation ϕ of the driving force. We note that despite a nonzero torque, generally present for
all preset angles that differ from θopt (and from zero) the misalignment angle did not have the
time to change appreciably in the course of the simulation.
Figure 3.9, our main dynamical result, shows that friction is increased by a very substantial
factor by misalignment relative to alignment, reaching a maximum of about two at the optimal
angle θopt, subsequently dropping for larger angles where the energy gain and static distortion
magnitude also drop. The physical reason for the frictional peak at θopt can be further appreciated
by looking at the particles’ steady state velocity distribution Pv and at the corresponding static
interparticle spacing distribution (at zero velocity) Pr, both shown in Fig. 3.10 for increasing
θ. The important points here are that small interparticle distances are energetically costly, and
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Figure 3.11: The total energy 〈Etot〉 per particle of the colloidal monolayer optimized in pbc
at ρ = 0.927, for a few misalignment angles θ. Curves correspond to increasing corrugation
amplitude U0 ≈ 0.1 − 0.3. Energies are measured relative to that of the perfect crystal at
U0 = 0, and are scaled with respect to U0 for better comparison.
that a large spread of velocities relative to the center-of-mass denotes larger frictional dissipation,
according to the RHS of Eq. (3.8). At perfect alignment, short distances (colored column) are
very frequent, which is energetically costly. At the same time the spread of velocities is moderate
and so is friction. In the optimally misaligned case θopt instead, the shortest distance becomes
less frequent, thus reducing energy as we already know. At the same time however Pv develops
longer tails at lower and higher particle velocities, both of which increase friction. At θ > θopt
finally the velocity spread drops and so does friction, the monolayer sliding less and less affected
by corrugation.
3.4 Pinning transition
Here we discuss the transition from the free-sliding, zero static friction state of incommensurate
monolayers to the pinned, finite static friction state. We will begin by describing the evolution
of the ground state configuration of our model underdense colloidal monolayer as a function of
increasing corrugation strength U0, where a first order structural transition occurs. In order to
avoid complications introduced by the inhomogeneity of the circular island in obc we will consider
simulations performed in pbc and at T = 0, obtained at fixed incommensurability ρ ≃ 0.927
and for a grid of angular misalignment angles θ, chosen guided by the more detailed angular
dependence of the total colloid energy in the optical lattice investigated in the previous section.
We will then discuss the implications of such structural phase transition on the static friction
force of the monolayer. Finally we will consider the effects of different misfit orientation angles
of the interface.
3.4.1 Corrugation driven structural phase transition at pinning
Figure 3.11 shows the total potential energy per particle 〈Etot〉 as a function of U0 and for small
θ values. The lowest energy is seen to occur at a small but finite θopt = 2.54◦, in agreement to
the theoretical, weak-coupling misalignment θNM suggested by the theory of orientational epi-
taxy [151, 166, 167]. We wish to understand now what happens to the colloid structure, energy,
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Figure 3.12: (a) The total potential energy 〈Etot〉 per particle, its periodic-potential (corru-
gation) contribution 〈W 〉, and interparticle contribution 〈Upp〉 as a function of the corrugation
U0 for the optimally misaligned colloidal monolayer (θ = θopt = 2.54◦). The sudden drop of 〈W 〉
and the corresponding jump of 〈Upp〉 signal a first-order transition, taking place at constant in-
commensurability and misalignment angle. As will be shown later, the weak-corrugation phase
is unpinned and superlubric, the strong-corrugation phase is pinned by a finite static friction.
(b) The intersection between the total energy branches representing the superlubric (small U0)
and statically pinned (large U0) structures. Like in all first-order transitions, each phase survives
in metastable state beyond the transition point.
Figure 3.13: The moiré patterns of the fully-relaxed incommensurate colloid monolayer at
θopt = 2.54
◦. A small portion of the simulation supercell is shown. Each dot represents a particle,
colored according to the local corrugation potential W (x, y): dark for potential minima, bright
for maxima. (a) The optimal weak-corrugation configuration (U0 = 0.108). (b) Zoomed-in region
with arrows highlighting the particles’ displacements (magnified 20×) from the ideal triangular
lattice to the fully-relaxed configuration. Vortex-like displacements tend to locally rotate the
domains back into registry with the substrate. (c) The optimal strong-corrugation state (U0 =
0.395). The hexagonal domains appear now fully commensurate, and separated by sharp domain
walls. Here most colloids fall very close to a potential minimum.
and eventually to the static friction as a function of U0 at θ = θopt. Figure 3.12a displays the
two contributions to the total energy 〈Etot〉 = 〈W 〉+ 〈Upp〉. The total energy evolution is smooth
until U0 = 0.22 where we observe a sudden decrease in 〈W 〉 accompanied by an increase of the
repulsive term. This indicates a first-order structural transition in the monolayer. Figure 3.13a
displays the θopt moiré patterns of the relaxed monolayer for U0 = 0.108, a weak corrugation
well below the first-order transition. For this weak corrugation the triangular colloidal crystal is
only slightly affected by the substrate potential. Panel 3.13b illustrates the corresponding colloid
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Figure 3.14: The average local orientation of the monolayer θloc (see Eq. (3.11)) plotted
as a function of corrugation. The vertical dashed line separates the weak-corrugation and the
strong-corrugation phases.
displacements relative to the rigid unperturbed crystal (U0 = 0). The misalignment of the col-
loidal crystal over the lattice corrugation is only slightly modulated by the vortex-like distortion
reflecting the shear nature of the solitons, whose width is larger than their separation. Panel
3.13c portrays the moiré pattern for U0 = 0.395, a strong corrugation well above the transition.
A hexagonal superlattice of domains of colloids locally commensurate with the corrugation are
separated by “atomically” sharp antisolitons lines.














where the sum is over allM pairs 〈i, j〉 of nearest neighbor particles, and θij is the angle between
the relative position vector ri− rj and the x-axis. At the transition, the commensurate domains
realign significantly with the triangular potential. Figure 3.12b shows a crossing of the total
energies of the weak-corrugation and the strong-corrugation phase at the transition point, as a
function of U0. A separate stability analysis shows that each phase survives as a metastable state
over a finite corrugation interval on the “wrong” side of Uc, eventually collapsing at its respective
spinodal point.
3.4.2 Static friction and superlubricity
We now come to the static friction force Fs of the colloid monolayer, the main interest of the
present investigation. It is obvious that the first-order structural transition uncovered in the
previous section must affect it. Figure 3.15 shows the static friction force Fs obtained by simu-
lation with ρ ≃ 0.927 and θopt = 2.54◦ as a function of the corrugation strength U0. For weak
corrugation U0 < Uc the static friction is small below the error. In this regime the colloid mono-
layer slides freely already at the smallest applied force, demonstrating that the incommensurate
state is indeed superlubric. 1. At the transition corrugation the static friction suddenly jumps
1Strictly speaking, since we are adopting pbc, our systems are commensurate and therefore ultimately pinned.
A fine search at U0 = 0.216, below and close to Uc, shows that the static friction force is indeed finite there, being
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Figure 3.15: The static friction force Fs of the ρ ≃ 0.927 colloidal monolayer, normalized to the
single-particle barrier Fs1. The dashed line indicates the transition point corrugation Uc = 0.22
where the colloid monolayer suddenly locks onto the corrugation. The error bar is defined by
the force increment ∆F = 0.002 used in the simulation protocol.
to 0.03Fs1. The monolayer becomes pinned, and the superlubricity is lost through a first-order
transition. Unlike 1D, where the pinning transition was of second order, here it coincides with
the first-order structural transition.
Leaving the transition order aside, it is easy to show that the underlying reason for pinning
in the present 2D case is still quite similar to that in the 1D FK model, namely a collapse of the
dynamically-available phase space. In 1D, that collapse was signaled by the simultaneous collapse
of the probability for any particle to occupy a local potential maximum. In the present 2D case we
can similarly investigate the probability for colloids to occupy, in their optimal configuration, the
(x, y) triangular region above the saddle-point among adjacent local minima of the corrugation
potential. If the analogy with 1D holds, a superlubric, ergodic state should populate abundantly
this region, while in a pinned, broken-ergodicity state, the population probability at the center
of these regions should collapse to zero, and even remain zero across a whole neighborhood
of the maximum – a finite ”disorder parameter” [99]. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 3.16a, at the
first-order superlubric-pinned transition, these repulsive regions around the maxima depopulate
dramatically. This is represented pictorially in Fig. 3.16c-f, reporting the particles’ positions
folded in one primitive cell of the corrugation lattice (see Fig. 3.16b). These properties represent
a 2D version of the disorder parameter Ψ, which measures the width of the largest gap appearing
in the hull function at the Aubry transition in the incommensurate 1D FK model [99]. It should
be noted that in the pinned colloid state the static friction force remains well below the single-
colloid limit value Fs1, as shown in Fig. 3.15. The reason for this lower static friction is that of
course the monolayer sliding is still strongly collective, whereby the particles surrounding a given
particle attempting to cross a forbidden region actually help by pushing it across the barrier.
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Figure 3.16: (a) The fraction of colloidal particles which sample repulsive regions of the sub-
strate potential, i.e. those positions where W (x, y) exceeds the saddle energy, plotted as a func-
tion of the corrugation strength U0. (b) The triangular potential W (x, y). Dark and bright re-
gions correspond respectively to minima and maxima, isolines are reported at the saddle-point
value and a primitive cell is highlighted at the center of the density plot. (c-f) The positions
of the particles reported inside one primitive cell of the substrate potential. Configurations are
shown for different corrugation values: (c) U0 = 0.108 – superlubric phase; (d) U0 = 0.219 – just
below the transition; (e) U0 = 0.221 – just above the transition; (f) U0 = 0.395 – well above the
transition.
3.4.3 Static friction at different misalignments
An interesting aspect of the transition to the 2D locked state is its dependence on the misfit angle
θ. As discussed in Sect. 3.3, at the optimal orientation θopt the colloidal crystal deforms mainly via
the softer transverse modes, facilitating the interdigitation with the substrate. If the monolayer
is rotated away from θopt its grip of the corrugation weakens: as a result the superlubric state
survives up to a larger corrugation strength U0. As the simplest example, consider the aligned
monolayer configurations obtained at θ = 0. Figure 3.17a shows the evolution of the number of
particles sampling repulsive regions of the corrugation potential. In this case too we identify a
corrugation U˜c = 0.391 above which the monolayer pins, again with a first-order transition. As
expected, the transition corrugation is larger – almost a factor of two – than that at the optimal
misalignment, Uc = 0.22. Figure 3.17b shows the static friction force Fs across the structural
transition. The aligned monolayer is superlubric up to U˜c, where we observe a sudden surge of
0.0005 < Fs < 0.001. However, this “pinning transition” is marked by a sudden increase in Fs by two-three orders
of magnitude when increasing U0 above the critical value Uc. On the opposite side, for U0 ≪ Uc, Fs is so small
that it is quite hard to measure.
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Figure 3.17: Unrotated θ = 0 mismatched colloid monolayer, ρ ≈ 0.927. (a) Fraction of
colloidal particles which populate repulsive regions of the corrugation potential (where W (x, y)
exceeds the saddle-point energy) plotted as a function of the corrugation strength U0 across
the superlubric-pinned transition. The dashed line marks the transition point U˜c = 0.391. (b)
Static friction force Fs, normalized to the depinning force Fs1 of a single particle in the same
periodic potential. Above the transition the monolayer locks onto the corrugation. The error bar
is defined by the force increment ∆F = 0.001 used in the simulation protocol.
the static friction Fs. Actually in this metastable aligned case the subsequent evolution of static
friction becomes somewhat erratic. This behaviour can be explained as follows. A proliferation
of energetically close metastable configurations – each characterized by its own static friction –
is expected [101] above the transition point. While at θopt all protocols produced configurations
with regularly-spaced hexagonal domains, at θ = 0 we observe several both irregular and regular
arrangements of registered domains, which then happen to be energetically favored at different
corrugation values U0 (see Fig. 3.18c,d). Some fluctuations in Fs are therefore expected when one
also considers that in incommensurate systems with many degrees of freedom, states with lower
energy do not necessarily display a higher static friction force [168]. This complexity disappears
below Uc where there always is a unique structure, shown in Fig. 3.18a,b, respectively away and
close to the transition. Summing up this part, the evolution of the monolayer structure as a
function of U0 is highly sensitive to the misalignment angle.
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Figure 3.18: Panels (a-d): the moiré patterns of the fully relaxed monolayer at θ = 0. A small
portion of the simulation supercell is shown. Each dot represents a particle, colored according to
the local corrugation potential W (x, y): dark for potential minima, bright for maxima. Panels
(e-h): the particles’ positions are reported into one primitive cell of the substrate triangular
potential. Configurations are shown for the following values of the corrugation:(a,e) U0 = 0.108
– superlubric phase. (b,f) U0 = 0.386 – just below the transition. (c,g) U0 = 0.395 – just above the
transition, where the energetically favored configuration consists of an arrangement of irregular
domains. (d-h) U0 = 0.712 – a strong-corrugation phase corresponding to an arrangement of
regularly-shaped registered domains.
3.5 Final remarks
Colloids in optical lattices are systems recently introduced, potentially representing powerful
tools which may contribute to our understanding of friction between crystalline surfaces [120,
131, 147, 149]. We showed that monolayers in an incommensurate optical lattice develop, in full
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equilibrium and with realistic parameters, a small-angle structural misalignment, quite evident in
moiré patterns such as those of Fig. 3.7. Upon forced sliding, this misalignment can considerably
increase the sliding friction, directly extractable from the colloid drift velocity in experiment,
using Eq. (3.8), over the hypothetical aligned geometry. The present results and understanding
naturally extrapolate to the sliding of misaligned incommensurate lattices in contact such as, for
example, physisorbed rare-gas or molecular submonolayer islands [163–165]. An interesting side
aspect is in this case that misalignment transforms the orientation angle of a physisorbed island,
generally assumed to be fixed, into a continuous and possibly dynamical variable. The inertial
sliding friction of such islands determines the inverse slip time in quartz crystal microbalance
experiments [169], whose data must, at least in some cases, embed the frictional enhancement
caused by misalignment when present. Even though the time needed to diffuse-rotate a∼ 100 nm-
size island may be exceedingly large, the orientation angle distribution of islands will usually,
under either stationary or sliding conditions, be continuous rather than delta-function like. The
general unavailability of 2D lattice orientation of incommensurate rare gas islands (as opposed to
full monolayers, whose epitaxy generally differs) poses at present an obstacle to the investigation
of these effects, which must nonetheless be considered as generically present an effective. The
possible local misalignment of incommensurate 3D crystals in contact and its potential role in
sliding friction is an even less explored, but interesting issue which remains open for future
consideration.
Colloidal monolayers in an incommensurate lattice corrugation potential, we propose, also
represent ideal systems for the study of the superlubric-pinned transition, expected as a function
of increasing corrugation strength. In 1D it is well known that the onset of a disorder parameter
– measuring a region of phase space inaccessible to particle positions – impedes the dynamics
of free-sliding motion, giving rise to static friction through a continuous phase transition [99,
101]. In the 2D case of colloids we predict a transition of similar character, the main difference
being now its first-order character. Moreover, the relative alignment and misalignment of the two
lattices plays an additional role. We found vanishingly small static friction up to a critical value Uc
corresponding to a joint structural and dynamical transition of the monolayer. At the transition
the colloidal crystal adapts to the periodic potential by a local rotation (back to registry) of the
nearly commensurate domains forming the moiré of the incommensurate phase. Similarly to the
1D case, pinning of the monolayer is due to a collapse to zero of the number of particles sampling
the most repulsive regions of the periodic potential. These poorly placed particles are those which
are easily set into motion in the superlubric phase. Their disappearance is therefore responsible
for the arising of static friction in the pinned state. Experimentally, vanishingly small values of
Fs have been observed in 2D incommensurate structures [111, 131], but the realization and the
analysis of the transition between superlubric and pinned states is missing to our knowledge. The
present work suggests the possibility to pursue and investigate in detail the superlubric-pinned
transition by gradually increasing the optical-lattice strength. Additional phenomena may be
accessed by forcing rotations and modifying the natural misalignment of the colloidal crystal
with respect to the optical lattice. Since the superlubric phase at θ 6= θopt survives up to larger
corrugation values, rotations of mismatched sliders initially away from the optimal orientation
might in fact end up in reentrant pinning as soon as θopt is hit, in a way similar to the matched
case (ρ = 1, θopt = 0) of a rotated graphene flake sliding over graphite [116].
Chapter 4
Static Friction Scaling of Physisorbed Islands
A long-standing puzzle in nanotribology is the persistence of static friction even for ideal mesoscale
sized sliders such as incommensurate physisorbed islands on atomically perfect crystal surfaces,
where one could expect it to asymptotically vanish. Here we show, based on prototype atomistic
simulations of rare gas islands sliding on a crystal surface, that the slider’s edges represent the
ultimate actors. When the island body is ready to slide “superlubrically”, the sliding is impeded
by an edge-originated barrier that prevents the misfit dislocations or solitons from moving. Only
when the static friction force is reached, the barrier vanishes locally at one point on the edge,
solitons enter through this point to sweep the island, which only then becomes depinned and
free-sliding. We show that finite size scaling of static friction of a superlubric rare gas island with
area A has the same form Aγs as discussed in literature for dynamic friction, but with specific,
generally distinct static scaling exponents γs that are edge-controlled and smaller than 1/2, as
opposed to γs = 1 for pinned, commensurate islands. The island static friction connection with
edges, here addressed realistically in rare gas islands for the first time, constitutes the controlling
factor for inertial depinning in quartz crystal microbalance experiments, and is expected to be a
factor of importance for nanotribological applications involving weak contacts.
In Section 4.1 we introduce the problem and we discuss the questions addressed in this
Chapter. Section 4.2 is devoted to the definitions of the rare-gas-island/metal model interface
potential and to the simulation protocols. In Section 4.3 we present results on the island depinning
and the static friction scaling law with island size. Section 4.4 discusses the solitons dynamics at
the depinning transition, while in Section 4.5 we describe the effects of temperature. Section 4.6
contains our final remarks.
4.1 Introduction
Understanding the atomic-scale mechanisms which control friction is probably one of the most
important challenges in nanotechnology [11, 97, 170, 171]. Static friction is basic not just to
our everyday experience, including standing and walking, but is crucial, and often fatal, to the
working of nanosystems [172]. In nanomotive devices, as well as in elementary processes such as
the pulling or pushing of nano-objects on a surface by a tip [154, 155, 173], or by a colliding
molecule [174], or by simple inertia [137, 169], static friction constitutes the ultimate obstacle
that affects the onset of sliding. Often undesired, static friction of nano-sliders can also be of
help, e.g., to prevent the diffusive sliding away of adsorbed molecules, small proteins clusters and
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of islands, favoring so-called nano-positioning when deposited on surfaces [175, 176]. Despite its
importance, and several notable exceptions [118, 177–181], static friction is not as much discussed
and qualified as dynamic friction. Differently from macroscopic sliding where relatively complex
processes due to asperities and multiple contacts [96], or to load inhomogeneity [177, 178, 181]
are at play, homogeneous crystalline nano-sliders offer a unique opportunity to address static
friction in its simplest form – that between perfectly regular, periodic faces.
Given two crystals in contact, e.g., a two-dimensional (2D) adsorbate monolayer island (the
slider) and a perfect crystal surface (the substrate), different possibilities may occur. The island
lattice may be commensurate (C) with the surface lattice, or it may be incommensurate (IC),
meaning that the two lattice 2D cells cannot be made to coincide by any rational scale change p/q,
where p and q are two integers. In the general C case, and also in the IC case if the slider is “soft”
(inter-atomic forces weaker than or similar to the typical substrate corrugation forces, causing
effective commensurability to prevail), the island will exhibit static friction, due to pinning of
the two lattices. The latter situation of strong contact has been theoretically addressed by a
number of workers [118, 148, 149, 177–181]. Conversely, static friction should ideally vanish,
foreshadowing free sliding, also called “superlubricity”, for a prototype weak contact, such as an
infinite, hard IC crystalline slider, weakly interacting with a perfectly periodic substrate 1 [75,
95, 99, 102, 183].
Evidence of low dynamic friction in noncrystalline sliding has been collected by AFM ma-
nipulation of amorphous and crystalline antimony nanoparticles deposited on a graphite sub-
strate [154, 155, 184]. At the same time however the corresponding static friction, even if concep-
tually and practically different, and no less important, was generally skirted in these low-friction
contacts. In recent studies of 2D incommensurate colloidal crystals sliding over optical lattices,
static friction emerged clearly, along with a pinned-to-superlubric transition for decreasing peri-
odic potential magnitudes [120, 131, 185], as discussed in the previous Chapter. Static friction
controls directly the quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) sliding experiments [137, 169, 186] which
we consider as our reference system. In QCM a crystal surface with a layer, but particularly a
submonolayer coverage of physisorbed inert gas is periodically shaken to dislodge the 2D crys-
talline islands formed by coalescence of the adsorbed gas molecules, giving rise to inertial sliding
friction. These submonolayer islands generally constitute incommensurate sliders [187], which as
a rule should behave as hard (even if not at all rigid) since the gas interatomic energy, of order 15
meV, although much weaker than the atom-surface adhesive energy of order 150 meV, is usually
much stronger than the substrate corrugation, typically only a few meV [188]. QCM data in UHV
generally show that for low rare gas coverage, low temperature, and moderate oscillatory force
magnitude, adsorbed islands remain stuck to the surface and do not slide, despite cleanliness,
hardness and incommensurability [52, 136, 186, 189]. The islands remain pinned by static friction
until either the growing inertial force, or the increasing coverage – which implies a larger average
island size [190] and thus a larger inertial force – or temperature, reach a threshold value. Only
beyond that point, the static friction is overcome, the islands depin, and inertial sliding takes
place with a nonzero slip time 2 whose inverse measures dynamic friction [137, 169, 186].
Our main goal is to understand the ultimate reason why static friction should persist even for
ideally perfect rare gas islands adsorbed on crystalline surfaces, which constitute weak contacts
where owing to incommensurability free superlubric sliding could be expected. Real-life surfaces
are of course far from perfect, so that an adsorbed island will generally attach to surface steps,
1The small static friction at the sliding interface between two ideally hard disordered surfaces, e.g., metal on
glass has also been discussed [179, 182].
2The definition of slip time and its relation to dynamic friction is discussed in Section 1.1, see Eq. (1.1).
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defects, impurities, etc., which can provide extrinsic pinning [118]. Nevertheless, static friction of
cold adsorbed islands generally survives the progressive elimination of defects, and their pinning
effect by reducing the oscillation amplitude [189, 191, 192]. For a defect free, genuinely incom-
mensurate hard island, such as is realized for example by Kr/Pt(111) [193], and most other cases
where the island-surface commensurability ratio is known to drift continuously with temperature,
there should be no barrier and no pinning. Here an intrinsic source of static friction must be at
work.
The edge is an intrinsic “defect” that every island, cluster, or deposited nanosystem, must
have. We conducted simulations mimicking realistic 2D incommensurate rare gas islands up to
very large size, adsorbed on defect free metal surfaces. These simulations clearly show that even
without defects, these weak contacts exhibit a basic static friction threshold dictated by the island
edges. Specifically, for an adsorbed island, where the misfit lattice-mismatched dislocations (i.e.
solitons) pre-exist, we find that the entry through the island edge of a new soliton is the event that
initiates the depinning and the subsequent superlubric sliding. Soliton entry however is not cost
free; the pushing force must overcome an edge-related energy barrier, which is thus the controlling
element of the island’s static friction. The barrier’s relative role and importance, and the ensuing
static friction are found to decrease with increasing island size and temperature, precisely as seen
in experiments. Since the static friction is edge-originated, its scaling Fs ∼ Aγs with the island’s
area A is not only sub-linear, γs < 1, but sub-linear even with respect to the coarse-grained
island perimeter 2(Aπ)1/2, that is γs < 1/2, indicating that only a zero-measure subset of edge
points is responsible for the pinning barrier. By contrast with this result for incommensurate
islands we examine in parallel that of commensurate islands, strong contacts which have a “bulk”
pinning, with a trivial area scaling exponent γs = 1. Even there nonetheless the edge plays a role.
We find that the lattice dislocation triggering the sliding of a commensurate island nucleates,
as also discussed by previous workers in different situations [177, 178, 181], preferentially at the
island edge, here acting therefore as a facilitating element which quantitatively reduces the static
friction.
In the far more common case (for physisorption) of incommensurate islands, we will identify,
at the general level, the emerging key parameters which control edge-induced static friction.
They are: a) the shape, rugosity, and elasticity of the island edge, which influence γs, a sub-
linear size scaling exponent that does not appear to exhibit universality; b) the amplitude of
the substrate corrugation potential, which controls the static friction magnitude; c) the tem-
perature, influencing static friction both directly, and indirectly through the island’s changing
incommensurability.
The role of edge-induced static friction is, we propose, especially important for QCM experi-
ments, a context in which it has apparently not been previously discussed. As was said above, it is
a general observation in QCM that lack of inertial sliding, and a consequent zero slip time, occurs
in all cases for a sufficiently low coverage and low temperature, a regime where the adsorbate
forms crystalline islands that are generally incommensurate with a crystalline substrate [137,
169, 186, 187, 189, 191, 192]. We will show that realistic parameters for the adsorbed rare gas
on a metal surface predict that the QCM inertial force cannot reach, as coverage increases, the
low temperature static friction threshold for depinning until the island diameters grow as large
as many tens when not a hundred of nanometers. That is a remarkably large size, compara-
ble to that of terraces or facets of even a good quality metal surface. The conclusion is thus
that intrinsic edge pinning is not just qualitatively, but quantitatively important in QCM and
other incommensurate nano-sliding experiments. We also find that the effects of temperature are
diverse and intriguing. Besides increasing the edge rugosity, temperature does reduce the effec-
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tive substrate corrugation, which in turn lowers the static friction threshold. At the same time,
the commensurability ratio of the two lattices may drift with temperature because the island’s
thermal expansion is generally unmatched by that of a metal substrate. As temperature grows,
one or more low order commensurabilities may accidentally be hit, at which point a geometrical




To substantiate our discussion with a specific case study, we model an incommensurate rare
gas island on a metal surface with parameters appropriate to Kr/Pb(111), a prototype system
of current interest [192] which we adopt here as a generic model hard slider. In our model the
Pb(111) hard substrate is treated as a fixed and rigid triangular lattice frame, exerting on the
mobile Kr adatoms an average attractive potential V ∼ −150 meV, and a weak corrugation
∆V/V roughly in the range 2-5% between the on-top Pb site (the energy is minimum for a Kr
adatom), and the hollow Pb site (energy maximum). Each Kr adatom is thus submitted to the
overall potential V = VKr−Kr + VKr−Pb. The Kr-Kr interaction is modeled as regular Lennard-
Jones (LJ) potential, with ǫ = 0.014 eV and σ = 3.65Å. Tiny corrections due to three-body
forces as well as substrate-induced modifications of this two-body force are ignored. The Kr-Pb
interaction is modeled by the following Morse-modified potential:





The (111) structure of the substrate is accounted for by replacing the function α(x, y), that
must exhibit the same periodicity of the underlying triangular lattice (we neglect here the small
differences between fcc and hcp stacking sites). To represent the substrate modulation, we make
























The constant b is the nearest neighbor distance of surface atoms. The modulating function
M(x, y) has been normalized to span the interval from 0 (top sites) to 1 (hollow sites). Back now
to the Morse potential, the energy parameter is given by
α(x, y) = αtop +M(x, y)(αhollow − αtop), (4.3)
with the on-top adhesion energy αtop = 150meV and on-top equilibrium distance z0 = 3.75Å [194,
195], while β is obtained by equating the second derivative of the potential to the experimental
spring-constant,
V ′′(z0) = 2α
topβ2 = ω2mKr , (4.4)
mKr is the atomic mass of Krypton. With a perpendicular vibration energy of ~ω ≃ 3 meV [194,
195], we obtain β = 0.775Å−1. The αhollow parameter is varied accordingly to the desired corru-
gation, and takes the value of 142.5 meV and 147 meV for the simulated corrugations of 5% and
2% of the on-top adhesion energy, respectively.
The LJ parameters leads to a nearest neighbor Kr-Kr distance which at 10K (the lowest
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temperature of validity of our classical simulations, roughly equal to the temperature of quantum
freezing in Kr) is close to the 3D experimental value of 4.01Å, in turn 13% higher than the
Pb-Pb triangular substrate nearest neighbor distance of 3.50Å. Thus, the island and substrate
2D lattices are incommensurate with a ratio of 0.8728 at T = 10 K. Upon moderate heating,
the island readily expands but the substrate does not. The closest strong commensuration of
6/7 = 0.8571 of Kr/Pb(111) is reached and surpassed near T ≈ 20− 22 K.
To model the commensurate islands we reparametrized the substrate potential in order to
match adhesion and corrugation energies of 190meV and 1.9meV, respectively, and a lattice
constant of 3.61
√
2Å, borrowing them from the Xe/Cu(111) case [148]. Starting from a Xe-Xe
Lennard-Jones energy ǫ = 20 meV, we used an ad-hoc σ = 3.90Å in order to fictitiously match,




We restrict to temperatures well below half the adsorbate bulk melting temperature, T ≪ Tm/2
(for Tm = 115 K, we employ T ≪ 60 K), where the adsorbate island does not yet melt, remaining
crystalline with a 2D triangular lattice only weakly modulated by the incommensurate and
essentially rigid underlying (111) metal substrate. For different assumed shapes we simulate a
sequence of islands consisting of N adsorbate atoms, with N increasing up to a maximum size
of about 300000. Using molecular dynamics we first relax and anneal the islands – initially cut
out of a perfect triangular lattice – in the (111) periodic potential mimicking the perfect crystal
substrate, and optimize the overall island adsorption geometry so as to minimize energy. In
the resulting zero temperature state, the main interior part of the island and the substrate are
incommensurate, with the model Kr atom-atom spacing a = 4.057Å only slightly smaller than
(7/6)as = 4.084Å, where as = 3.50Å is the nearest neighbor distance in Pb(111). Exact 7/6
commensurability would require the slightly larger value a = 4.0842Å. Due to this mismatch,
the adsorbate island shows commensurate domains joined by bands of higher atomic density: the
solitons, whose exact pattern depends on parameters, such as the temperature and the island
size. To visualize the soliton superstructures, we developed a method exploiting information from
all the adsorbed atoms. If the krypton atoms would occupy the position of a perfect triangular
lattice with commensurability ratio 7/6, a uniform dilation by a factor 6 would map each adatom
onto a position on top of a substrate atom. Thus, given an atom with coordinates (x, y, z), its
dilated in-plane position (X,Y ) = (6x, 6y) must render the modulating function M (Eq. 4.2)
equal to zero, in the commensurate domains. The solitons, characterized by an enhanced mobility
due to the mismatch with the substrate, are instead regions with M(6x, 6y) & 0. Plotting each
atom in blue scale, ranging from blue to white according to increasing values of M(6x, 6y), the
commensurate domains appear dark blue and the solitons as white bands (see Fig. 4.1). These
pictures highlight the great deformability of this gossamer superstructure, well beyond any rigid
or nearly rigid approximation. Compression/dilation strains in the 2D lattice are directly reflected
by increased/decreased density of superstructures.
To simulate QCM depinning, we apply to all atoms of the annealed adsorbate island a constant
lateral force. This is adequate because the QCM oscillation period of ∼ 10−7 s is much longer than
our simulation times. Static friction is measured in incommensurate systems using the following
protocol: (i) an initial 1.2 ns annealing run at T = 25 K, with no force applied (Fext = 0); (ii) a
1.2 ns run at T = 0 K, with typical Berendsen thermostat constant τ = 100 ps and still F = 0;
(iii) the thermostat is removed, and a series of 1.2 ns runs at 0 K, with F applied instantaneously
after the annealing procedure.
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Figure 4.1: Model ideal hexagonal (N = 269101) and circular (N = 177507) Kr islands
adsorbed on Pb(111). Pictures show maps of the island, with colors ranging from dark blue
when Kr atoms are maximally coincident with a (6/7) rescaling of the underlying Pb atom
positions, to clear when they are minimally coincident. The resulting moiré patterns, enhanced
in this manner for visibility, highlight the soliton network between the island and surface lattices
and their evolution at the static friction threshold. (a) After annealing, at zero temperature and
zero applied force (T = 0, Fext = 0); (b) with applied force Fext = 1.4 eV/Å, just above the
static friction value, and right after the soliton entry at a left edge corner – highlighted by the
red square and magnified by the zoomed in region (b1); (c) same system after sliding of the
island center by one surface lattice spacing. Note the density accumulation at the front edge and
rarefaction at the trailing edge, showing the frictional role of the edges; (d) same system at later
time when the sliding is 1.5 lattice spacings, and a soliton exits the island on the right hand
side. (e) Circular island, just after annealing (T = 0, Fext = 0); (f) with applied Fext slightly
above the static friction threshold. Here again the static friction is determined by the entry of
a soliton at the left edge, highlighted by the red square.
Simulations of commensurate systems are performed at T = 50 K. Similarly to above, we
increase the external force from zero to Fs, at increments of 0.01 eV/Å, letting the simulation
evolve for 100 ps after each force step. In all cases, a displacement of the island center-of-mass
by 2 lattice spacing within the same force step is taken as the signal of depinning. The static
friction so obtained should depend slightly on the waiting time, but we verified that the decrease
due to thermal barrier hopping was negligible with a waiting time longer than 1.2 ns.
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Figure 4.2: Size scaling of total static friction force Fs of simulated incommensurate adsorbed
islands (modeled on Kr/Pb(111)) at T =0K as a function of the atom number N (log-log scale)
for (i) hexagonal islands (squares); (ii) circular islands (circles). Assumed surface corrugation:
5% of the atom adsorption energy; note the strongly sublinear scaling for both shapes. The
intersection with the estimated QCM inertial force (black solid line) is emphasized (blue circle),
showing how the edge-originated static friction alone can prevent island sliding up to large
island sizes, which qualitatively corresponds to large sub-monolayer adsorbate coverages. By
comparison we also show the size scaling of static friction (γs=1) for a commensurate adsorbate
at T =50K. The commensurate frictional stress Fs/A is about 107N/m2 compared with a much
smaller 40 N/m2 of incommensurate islands at inertial depinning.
4.3 Island depinning and size scaling of static friction
We simulate the forced depinning of the island by applying to the island center of mass a constant
planar total force Fext, that is by applying to each Kr atom a force Fext/N . In our protocol the
static friction is the lowest value of Fext sufficient to cause, within 1.2 ns simulation time, a
center-of-mass drift of two substrate interatomic spacings, or 0.7 nm, signaling the depinning of
the island 3. The shapes of the island edge, in principle quite important for static friction, are not
easily equilibrated in MD simulations at the low temperatures considered. We therefore examine
two ideally opposite test shapes, perfect hexagonal and circular – neither of them realistic but
providing together a fair idea of the generic behaviour to be expected. Torques and sliding-
induced overall rotations arising from possible non-centered island shapes are also neglected.
Despite the natural random asymmetry expected of realistic islands, their large size prevents the
brownian motion of their orientations (as well as of their centers of mass) making the torque
needed to cause their overall rotation generally very large for QCM.
Fig. 4.2 shows, in log-log scale, the overall static friction force F0(N) necessary to depin
commensurate and incommensurate islands made up of N atoms. Our main result is that the
static friction of incommensurate islands is very small but nonzero, and interestingly area-
dependent. For each given shape the static friction obeys with striking precision a power law
scaling Fs ∼ F0(A/Σ)γs where Σ = a2
√
3/2 is the area per adsorbed atom. The incommensurate
3Note that QCM oscillations, of typical frequency f0 ∼ 10MHz, are essentially static on the simulation
timescales.
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exponent γs varies between 0.25 and 0.37 depending on the choice of edge morphology, here
polygonal or circular, respectively. While of course real islands will generally look like neither,
the two cases provide reasonably extreme instances, the circular probably more realistic than
the polygonal, in virtue of its greater variety of edge atom configurations. We further show that
in both shapes the island static friction barrier resides in a small set of points on the edge, as a
consequence of which the static friction exponent γs is definitely less than 1/2, the value expected
if the density of the pinning points on the edge was uniform.
The commensurate island static friction obtained in simulation is by comparison five to six
orders of magnitude larger than the incommensurate static friction, which demonstrates and
emphasizes the huge gap between a strong and a weak contact. With increasing island size, we
find that the commensurate friction force Fs grows proportionally to the area, γs = 1, as expected
when the bulk of the island participates in the static friction barrier, resulting in a static friction
stress Fs/A independent of area.
The size-independent static friction shear stress Fs/A for our model commensurate islands of
small size is about 107N/m2. We can compare that with the nominal theoretical interface stress
of a rare gas on metal (G/M) interface µG/M =
2µGµM
µG+µM
≃ 1.16∗109N/m2 (where µ ≡ C44 are the
respective bulk shear elastic constants, here of Kr and Pb ), to conclude that the commensurate
island static friction stress obtained is about 10−2µG/M . Interestingly, that falls inside the range
µG/M/30 ÷ µG/M/1300 expected from dislocation theory of macroscopic, commensurate and
inhomogeneous strong contacts [177, 178, 181].
Returning to our main system of interest, the simulated incommensurate Kr/Pb islands, the
shear stress Fs/A is many orders of magnitude smaller than the commensurate, and unlike that
case is clearly size-dependent. A physically relevant island area where we wish to evaluate the
static friction force Fs(A) is the critical area at which it equals the peak inertial force in a
QCM experiment, FQCM (Acrit) = ρAcrit∆(2πf)2, where ρ is the adsorbate 2D mass density, ∆
the QCM oscillation amplitude, f the frequency. Only in islands whose area exceeds Acrit the
inertial force exceeds static friction, and inertial depinning followed by dynamic frictional sliding
can take place. Experimental QCM orders of magnitude being ∆ ∼ 100Å, f ∼ 10 MHz yield an
inertial force which grows linearly with A and crosses, as shown in Fig. 4.2, the static friction








The incommensurate island data of Fig. 4.2, obtained for an assumed 5% Pb(111) substrate
corrugation, yields Ncrit = Acrit/Σ ≃ 3 · 109, or Acrit ≃ 4.3 · 1010 Å2.
That amounts to island diameters of the order of several microns, corresponding to an inertial
static friction force of order 16 nN, equivalent to a QCM depinning stress ≃ 40N/m2, more than
seven orders of magnitude smaller than µKr/Pb, and more than five orders of magnitude smaller
than the commensurate island static friction stress ≃ 107N/m2. Qualitatively similar data are
found for lower corrugations, where the static friction force and thus the critical depinning area
Acrit drops by a factor ∼ 5 ÷ 15 when the corrugation is decreased from a large 5% (where
phenomena are easier to study) to 2÷ 1%.
At larger incommensurate lattice mismatch, and under the effect of temperature the critical
island size for depinning and the static friction shear stress will be correspondingly smaller, but
we still expect large critical island diameters ranging from many tens to hundreds of nanometers.
Incommensurate islands smaller than this size will remain pinned by their own edge, and
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only larger ones will overcome the edge-originated static friction and slide inertially in QCM.
These large estimated critical radii constitute a strong result of this work: the intrinsic edge-
related static friction is by no means a small or academic effect, as one might initially have
expected. Strong as it is, the edge contribution can in fact add significantly to impurity and
defect pinning [179], even after renormalization of Fs caused by edge roughness and temperature.
The order of magnitude obtained for the critical depinning island size must be compared with
the general experimental observation of a critical adsorbate coverage of 5-30% below which
static friction wins, there is no low temperature inertial depinning, and the slip time remains
zero even on the cleanest surface, and even for small oscillation amplitudes, a regime where
dilute defects play a smaller role. If a real surface is crudely assumed to consist of terraces of
hundreds nanometers in size, the Acrit corresponds to a non negligible submonolayer coverage,
in agreement with experimental observations, such as e.g., in Ne on Pb(111) [189, 192]. For a
strongly commensurate island conversely the inertial force FQCM (A) and the static friction force
Fs are both proportional to A and do not cross as A grows, indicating that the island will not
inertially depin and remain stuck by its own bulk static friction, at least until larger island sizes
and temperatures outside of this study.
4.4 Edge pinning and soliton flow
We can now address the question, what is the physics of edge-induced pinning? One key obser-
vation is that in order for an island with lattice parameter a to slide over a surface with lattice
spacing b, the misfit soliton lattice, of spacing L = a/(ab −1) (see Section 3.2.3), must flow across
the island in the sliding direction with a much larger speed v/(ab−1) than the overall island speed
v 4 – solitons must move very fast in order for the island to move even slowly. The sublinear
size scaling of Fs with γs < 1/2 in Fig. 4.2 occurs because solitons enter the island through
specific points and not everywhere along the edge – a corner in the perfect hexagonal shape for
example – and then sweep past, setting the island’s soliton pattern in a state of flow. The motion
of solitons is necessary for the island to slide. By preventing the free motion of solitons, which
implies their free entry and exit, the island edges cause static friction. The local planar density
of atoms for an edge-pinned island at pulling force just below the static friction threshold shows
an accumulation on the island front and a rarefaction on the back side, also demonstrating the
importance of non-rigid effects in larger regions surrounding the edge – the pinning agent. The
edge adatoms lower their potential energy by settling in local minima, thus breaking the ideal
island-surface translational invariance. We note incidentally that the settling of edge atoms also
implies a local vertical deformation, besides a horizontal one, of the island boundary [196]. The
overall relaxation gives rise to an edge related (“Peierls-Nabarro”) energy barrier for the motion
of solitons into and out of the island: the 2D edges cause the nominally incommensurate island
to become stuck and pinned against sliding.
The observed depinning phenomenology with solitons getting in and out of the island edge re-
sembles that of the caterpillar-like motion of the finite one-dimensional Frenkel-Kontorova model,
where an edge barrier opposing kink motion gives rise to static friction [99]. Many additional
2D factors, such as sliding-induced relative lattice orientation, island shape, vertical relaxations,
edge rugosity, adsorbate elasticity, etc., will enter in determining the exact value of the sublinear
γs exponent, whose nontrivial theoretical description we do not attempt here.
4Because of periodicity, a monolayer displacement of one lattice spacing a, occurring in a time interval ∆t,
brings the moiré superstructure in itself, this means that in the same time interval the moiré has to move a
distance L.
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Figure 4.3: Static friction force Fs as a function of temperature, for differently shaped is-
lands (hexagonal, circular, and jagged, of about 3·105 atoms) and substrate energy corrugations
(between 2 and 5 % of the atom adsorption energy). Superposed to the general decrease, the
visible peak at 22 K reflects the low order adsorbate-surface 6/7 commensurability accidentally
hit due to the island thermal expansion. This kind of accident, here portrayed for our model of
Kr/Pb(111), might more generally lead to re-entrant pinning in QCM.
4.5 Temperature effects
We come finally to discuss the effects of temperature on the edge-dependent static friction of in-
commensurate islands. The thermal evolution of static friction provided by simulations is shown
in Fig. 4.3 for the hexagonal, circular, and jagged islands, and for different substrate energy cor-
rugations. Not surprisingly, thermal fluctuations facilitate the reduction of edge energy barriers,
lowering static friction and favoring island depinning under the action of Fext.
A second temperature effect will be to enhance thermal roughening of the island’s edge,
via adatom migration and 2D evaporation-condensation processes. The edge irregularity slightly
modifies the overall soliton map in the island, especially close to the edge atoms that are stuck,
a factor probably impacting the tribological response of the system, although most likely not
more than shown by the difference between hexagonal and circular islands.
A third temperature effect is the anharmonic thermal expansion of the island’s 2D lattice
against the metal substrate, not yet expanding at these low temperatures. This thermal drift of
lattice parameter ratio between the two crystalline surfaces in contact results in an alteration
of the interface commensurability with consequences on static friction. In the chosen example
of Kr/Pb(111), the relative registry is expected to drift from frank incommensurability at 10K
to a “6/7” higher order commensurability near 20-25K and then again to incommensurability
above that temperature. In our simulations this accidental, weak high-order commensurability
gives rise to a temporary rise of static friction (Fig. 4.3). Even if the effect is not strong, and
is sensitively dependent upon unknowns such as the edge rugosity and the substrate crystalline
corrugation magnitude, in our realization we observe a small but visible peak of the temperature-
dependent static friction for all the simulated island shapes. As highlighted in Fig. 4.4, the
corresponding smearing in the pattern of the soliton network, the hallmark of an enhanced
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Figure 4.4: Thermal evolution of the soliton network portrayed for hexagonal and circular
shaped islands using the contrast enhancement technique for the lateral density variations rela-
tive to a 6/7 commensurability. The island thermally expands, going from relatively overdense
at low temperatures to underdense at high temperatures, thus exhibiting accidental near com-
mensurability around 20-22 K.
interface commensurability, for T =22K (hexagonal island) and T = 20 K (circular island) is
visible and pronounced. This is suggestive of a more general possibility of expansion-induced
reentrant static friction peaking around a commensurate phase.
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We note as an aside that since incommensurability relative to 6/7 switches from overdense
below 22 K to underdense above, the solitons are replaced in the process by antisolitons, entities
which unlike solitons flow in the opposite direction to the applied force. The antisolitons being
essentially lines of vacancies in the 2D lattice, their properties differ quantitatively from those
of solitons, which are lines of interstitials. Antisolitons are generally of narrower width and less
mobile, as seen for example in simulated sliding colloid monolayers [131], another system where
some of the present results could in the future be verified – although the nature and pinning role
of boundaries may be quantitatively different in that case. Although the resulting quantitative
asymmetry between underdense islands (with stronger static friction) and overdense ones (with
weaker static friction) should not directly affect the critical exponents, it might do so indirectly
by affecting differently the island edge shape and rugosity. The above was for incommensurate
islands. Very large at low temperatures the static friction of a commensurate island is crucially
temperature dependent. It requires the thermal nucleation of a forward displaced domain. The
activation time ta for nucleation is expected to behave as in the edge-free bulk case [148, 149]
ta ∼ C exp(Eb/kBT ) (4.6)
where Eb is the effective activation energy barrier, lowered by the applied external force, and
dependent on the nucleation site. The time evolution of the particles’ trajectories shows that
the island slides upon the temperature-related appearance of the nucleus at the island edge,
followed by a subsequent force-driven expansion. Here once again the edge plays an important
role, even if different, in commensurate island static friction. Nucleation at the edge implies
that (owing to greater atom mobility) there is a lower edge value Eeb of the barrier relative
to the bulk barrier Eb which controls homogeneous nucleation [148]. Since ta establishes the
threshold of depinning, one obtains for commensurate islands of increasing size a constant ta,
i.e. a constant Eb, only if the applied force grows linearly with N , and therefore is Fs ∝ A,
or γs = 1, exactly like in homogeneous nucleation. We note incidentally that the same bulk-like
static friction scaling exponent γs = 1 should also occur for “soft” incommensurate islands, whose
free sliding is dynamically unaccessible [95]. By contrast, for hard incommensurate islands the
external force is resisted only by the edge pinning barrier, and therefore Fs will grow at most
as
√
A for a constant Eeb . In real incommensurate islands the inhomogeneous stress along the
edge further reduces Eb at specific points, causing the above-discussed sublinear size scaling of
Fs with γs < 1/2.
4.6 Final remarks
We have conducted, in summary, a simulation study of atomistic sliding exhibiting static friction,
an important tribological parameter whose physics had been, despite specific case studies [118,
148, 149, 177–181, 197], still insufficiently addressed so far for weak incommensurate contacts.
With an eye to adsorbed rare gases typical of QCM experiments we simulated the forced depin-
ning of islands, and found that the island edges play an all-important role, blocking especially
the onset of otherwise superlubric sliding below a critical diameter. For rare gas islands inertially
pushed on metal substrates, the edge-originated static friction is relevant, hindering the low
temperature sliding of islands whose interior would otherwise be superlubric. Static friction is
predicted for these islands to obey a sublinear scaling growth with island area, with an exponent
roughly between 0.25 and 0.37, depending on the island shape. Previous work by Sorensen et
al. [197] showed some effects due to edges of an AFM-like sliding of a Cu tip on a Cu surface. More
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recently, the dynamic sliding friction, in principle a different quantity from static friction, was
studied in nanomanipulation experiments by Schirmeisen’s group and found to obey a sublinear
scaling laws [155].
That raises the conceptually interesting question of what should be the mutual relationship
between the evolution of static and dynamic friction when size grows. This question is presently
open, since it is hard to extract reliable dynamic friction size scaling from simulations, whereas
conversely the experiments cannot directly address the static friction and its scaling laws. The
lack of distinction found in some literature between static and dynamic friction remains in need
of justification. The dynamic friction force F of a hard incommensurate island will consist of
Fb + Fe, namely a bulk term plus an edge term. The edge term Fe should size-scale sublinearly
like static friction with an exponent smaller than 1/2, and will in case of stick-slip also imply
a sublinear dependence upon center-of-mass sliding speed. The bulk term Fb (vanishing in the
static case) should conversely reflect superlubricity, with a linear, viscous speed dependence, and
a bulk-like size scaling exponent γ = 1. For large speed and large island size the bulk dynamic
friction will eventually prevail, with a size dependence very different from that of static friction.
At much lower speed and at moderate size the bulk contribution should become less important,
until eventually both static and dynamic friction should become edge-dominated, with a similar
sublinear size scaling.
It will be very interesting to watch a future expansion of experimental data to verify if
static friction will follow scaling laws we find here, with possible modifications when islands
are replaced by metal clusters with considerably more rigid edges and stronger contacts, or in
the case of 2D colloids, where edges may be completely different. The possible future use of
QCM substrates with controlled size terraces, obtained e.g. by vicinal surfaces, should enable a
verification of the static friction phenomena described here. The dependence of the static friction
upon temperature is another result that could be experimentally pursued, while an estimate
of the substrate corrugation magnitude, a generally unknown parameter, could be obtained by
comparing data and simulations. More generally, the role of the edges of incommensurate sliding
islands and clusters, not sufficiently emphasized until recently, must be acknowledged as an
important source of static friction.
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Discussion and Conclusions
In this thesis I have addressed the problem of nanoscale friction between dry crystalline surfaces.
The focus has been the study of the tribological properties of low dimensional incommensurate
interfaces. In view of future experiments, I have performed molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
of artificial toy-models. This choice has the advantage, with respect to conventional tribological
systems, to allow for realistic MD simulations directly comparable with experiments. I considered
three case studies: (i) the sliding of one dimensional (1D) chains of cold ions in presence of a laser-
induced periodic potential, (ii) two dimensional (2D) colloidal monolayers interacting with a 2D
periodic optical lattice, (iii) rare-gas atoms islands physisorbed on hard, clean metallic substrates.
The results of the numerical investigations have been presented respectively in Chapter 2, 3, 4,
and are summarized below.
Chapter 2. Trapped cold-ion chains have been proposed in early works [78, 130] as tools
for applications in nanotribology. These studies focused mainly on statics, in particular the
connection between the structural properties of the ground state and static friction. A glimpse
to the weakly dissipative sliding at small substrate “corrugation” strengths U0 was given in
Ref. [78], where the predicted [75] quadratic increase of dissipation with U0 was observed. In
this chapter I presented a systematic study of the dynamical properties of the chain over a wide
range of corrugations, showing results that suggest how trapped cold ions in an optical lattice
can be of help in understanding stick-slip friction, and also the way friction changes when one
of the sliders undergoes structural transitions. For that scope, I simulated a 101-ions chain,
driven to slide back and forth by a slowly oscillating electric field in an incommensurate periodic
potential of increasing magnitude U0. The chain sliding is found to switch, as U0 increases,
before the “vestigial” Aubry transition of the finite chain [78], from a smooth-sliding regime with
low dissipation to a stick-slip regime with high dissipation. In the stick-slip regime the onset of
overall sliding is preceded by precursor events consisting of partial slips of few ions only, leading
to partial depinning of the chain, a nutshell remnant of precursor events at the onset of motion
also observed in macroscopic sliders. Cold ion chains also provide a tool to explore the effects on
friction of a structural transition. By reducing the trapping potential aspect ratio, the ion chain
shape turns from linear to a planar zigzag configuration. Simulations show that dynamic friction
rises at the transition, reflecting the opening of newer dissipation channels.
Chapter 3. Two-dimensional colloidal monolayers sliding over a laser-induced optical lattice,
recently emerged as powerful artificial systems for the study of friction between ideal crystalline
surfaces. In recent breakthrough experiments, Bohlein and coworkers observed for the first time
the motion of solitons, and studied the dynamics of colloid/optical-lattice interfaces with different
geometries [120]. Subsequent numerical works further demonstrated the potential applications
of colloidal crystals in nanotribology. Using realistic MD simulations, Vanossi and collabora-
tors [131] uncovered the depinning mechanism of commensurate colloidal islands. Moreover, they
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pointed out the existence of a threshold value of the substrate corrugation strength U0 for the
onset of static friction in incommensurate interfaces. These simulations gave general insights on
the physics of the sliding interface, but several aspects remained uninvestigated. In this chapter
I characterized in details the statics and dynamics of mismatched interfaces, highlighting the
relations between the ground state configuration and the ensuing static and dynamic friction of
the monolayer. To this aim I performed extensive MD simulations, investigating the tribological
properties of the interface as a function of the external load U0.
Simulation results predict two important novelties, one in the static equilibrium structure,
the other in the frictional behavior under sliding. Structurally, realistic simulations show that the
colloid layer should possess in full equilibrium a small misalignment rotation angle θopt relative
to the optical lattice, an effect so far unnoticed but visible in some published experimental moiré
patterns. This misalignment angle increases the degree of interdigitation of the monolayer within
the substrate, which in turn has the effect of boosting the colloid monolayer dynamic friction by
a considerable factor over the hypothetical aligned case discussed so far in the literature. A fric-
tional increase of similar origin must generally affect other incommensurate adsorbed monolayers
and contacts, to be sought out case by case.
If the colloid and the optical lattices are mutually commensurate, the colloid sliding is always
pinned by static friction; but when they are incommensurate the presence or absence of pinning
depends upon the system parameters. If a 2D analogy to the mathematically established Aubry
transition of one-dimensional systems were to hold, an increasing periodic corrugation strength
U0 should turn an initially free-sliding, superlubric colloid into a pinned state, where the static
friction force goes from zero to finite through a well-defined dynamical phase transition. Realistic
simulations predict the existence of a clear and sharp superlubric-pinned transition for increas-
ing corrugation strength. Unlike the 1D Aubry transition which is continuous, the 2D transition
exhibits a definite first-order character, with a jump of static friction. With no change of sym-
metry, the transition entails a structural character, with a sudden increase of the colloid-colloid
interaction energy, accompanied by a compensating downward jump of the colloid-corrugation
energy. The transition value for the corrugation amplitude U0 is found to depend upon the mis-
alignment angle θ between the optical and the colloidal lattices, superlubricity surviving until
larger corrugations for angles away from the energetically favored orientation θopt.
Chapter 4. One question that is routinely raised in nanotribology involves how static friction
can be so ubiquitous when two clean interfaces in sliding contact are not expected to exhibit it.
This is the case of weak contacts between hard incommensurate surfaces, where theory generally
predicts superlubric behaviours. A possible answer was proposed [118] which involves “third
bodies”, mobile impurity atoms or molecules that act to initially pin the interface by inducing
a sort of effective commensuration between the two surfaces. In the absence of contaminations,
finite size effects can be responsible for locking. In the case study of small clusters, previous
simulations [119] showed that the degree of commensurability rises from a competition between
interfacial and elastic interactions, and depends sensitively on the size. Pinning in this case
increases with decreasing cluster size and the clusters eventually become nearly commensurate
and therefore strongly pinned at a critical size.
A long-standing puzzle is represented by hard incommensurate interfaces formed by large
rare-gas solid islands physisorbed on highly clean metallic crystalline substrates. These systems
are expected to be superlubric, yet QCM experiments generally show a finite barrier preventing
the onset of global sliding at sufficiently small oscillation amplitudes. In this chapter I presented
extensive numerical investigations, modeled with parameters describing Kr/Pb(111), which high-
light the role of the island’s edges in determining the residual static friction of this system. The
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static friction force is found to increase with the size A of the island as Aγ , with γ < 1/2.
This result indicates that the pinning barrier originates only from a reduced number of points
lying on the islands’ edges. This interpretation is supported by a detailed study of the atomic
trajectories close to the onset of global sliding. Quantitative analysis further demonstrate that,
in absence of other sources of pinning, this edge related barrier can be sufficient to explain the
static friction observed in QCM experiments. Interestingly, similar subscaling laws were observed
in experimental studies of the dynamic friction of nanoparticles [155]. The results obtained in
the case study presented in this chapter thus raise the conceptually interesting question of what
should be the mutual relationship between the evolution of static and dynamic friction when size
grows. A question that is presently open, since it is hard to extract reliable dynamic friction size
scaling from simulations, whereas conversely the experiments cannot directly address the static
friction and its scaling laws.
To conclude, clean periodic artificial systems enable the detailed study of the intimate pro-
cesses going on between sliding crystalline surfaces. In particular the ability to perform directly
comparable experimental and theoretical investigations provides a unique opportunity to shed
new light on the relevant mechanisms that contribute to kinetic energy degradation, and sticking.
Understanding the sliding of ideal crystalline interfaces, where the main sources of friction are
due to geometric locking and phononic dissipation, represents the first step towards the control of
friction in nanoscale devices. The investigations reported in this thesis highlighted the role played
by finite size effects, misfit rotations, and slider elasticity and inhomogeneity in determining the
static and dynamic properties of incommensurate interfaces, which are currently attracting a lot
of interest because of their relevance in solid lubrication.
There are several other topics that the systems described in this thesis would allow to ad-
dress. Colloidal monolayers appear to be in this sense the most flexible tool. Possible lines of
future research include the study of time-dependent nonlinear phenomena, such as Shapiro steps
in driven monolayers, or lubricant speed quantization phenomena. Even more interesting from a
tribological point of view would be the possibility to study stick-slip motion in extended 2D con-
tacts. This should be achievable in large colloidal islands by choosing a proper way to drive the
monolayer, which must induce the mechanical instabilities at the base of the sudden transition
from sticking to sliding. Another possible research line is the study of aging, which is responsible
for the build-up of static friction after each slip event. Plastic deformations leading to a better
interdigitation of two touching bodies is one of the mechanism underlying the increase of static
friction with time in macroscopic sliders. Colloidal monolayers could serve in this sense as an
ideal realization of a dry and chemically-inert crystalline contact where locking between the two
lattices is reached only via atomic relaxation of the colloids into the substrate potential land-
scape. While many of these phenomena remain open to investigations, other have already been
addressed theoretically [198–202], and are waiting for experimental observation.
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Appendix A
Sliding Cold Ion Chains
Figure A.1: 101-ions chain.
(a)δzcm in the simulation at |vtrap|=2×10−5 and T=10−7 showing stick-slip and precursor events
(indicated by the arrows) corresponding to partial slips of the central portion of the chain.
(b)Temperature measured in the center of mass frame in the simulation of panel (a). After
each slip event the internal temperature is raised and then it is exponentially damped by the
thermostat. Precursor events give rise to the smaller peaks indicated by the arrows. This trend
is always observed in the stick-slip regime. (c)For |vtrap|=10−4 and T=10−7 the dynamics is
chaotic. Slips of different magnitude occur as the pulling velocity changes during each oscillation.
(d)Further increasing |vtrap|=5×10−3 the dynamics finally turns into a smooth-sliding regime,
even at T=0.
A.1 Practical parameter choice
In real experiments, in order to create an optical lattice, the laser wavelength must fit one
of the electronic transition of the chosen ions. For Ca+ the S1/2-P1/2 transition at 397 nm is
naturally exploited, leading to a lattice spacing λ ≈ 200 nm, while an achievable amplitude for
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Figure A.2: 35-ions chain.
(a)δzcm in the simulation at |vtrap|=2×10−5 and T=10−7. An irregular stick-slip regime is
observed. (b)Temperature measured in the center of mass frame in the simulation of panel (a).
The highest peaks correspond to the main slip events, slip of few ions within the chain give
rise to the smaller ones. (c)Trajectory of each ions during some slip events of the simulation
of panels (a) and (b). The chain slip as a whole and precursor events are not observed due to
the small size of the system. (d)δzcm in the simulation at |vtrap|=2×10−4 and T=10−7. At the
inversions of motion the chain is pinned; owing to the small initial pulling velocity a sharp slip
event occurs after which smooth sliding begins.
the corrugation potential is of the order of 10−27 J. Considering a transverse trapping frequency
ω⊥ = 2π×4 MHz then one gets (in dimensionless units) λ = 0.115, U0 = 2.31×10−5. A practically
achieved temperature is 1 µK corresponding to T = 10−7, in simulation units. Setting an aspect
ratio R = 0.0005 one has ao ≈ 16 λ, therefore ions are separated by several lattice spacings,
corresponding to a much “weaker” kind of incommensurability that the golden ratio used in
the results discussed so far. Moreover for such a small value of U0 the chain is almost free to
slide, in this case also the two extremities being weakly anchored to the substrate. Stick-slip is
therefore expected to occur only at very small pulling velocities when, after each slip, the chain
is allowed to relax in a new metastable pinned configuration. We performed simulations at the
experimental parameters for the 101-ions and a 35-ions chain. We chose γ = 0.0005 and we used
a Langevin thermostat for the simulations at finite T . We also set Ω and E0 in order to test
different average velocities of the moving confining parabola. Let us consider first the 101-ions
chain. At very low pulling velocity we observed stick-slip motion, the slip amplitude being of
the order of a few lattice parameters (see Fig. A.1a). The dynamics of the slip events is simple
and no longer shows the variety of features described for the golden ratio incommensurability.
The pinned chain remained stable upon pulling until a weak compression generated within the
chain propagates toward the head. Simple precursor events are observed consisting of partial
slips of a central portion of the chain at fixed extremities. Figure A.1b shows the temperature
Tcm measured in the center of mass frame, displaying the expected inverse sawtooth behavior
when plotted in a semilogarithmic scale. After each slip Tcm increases, and is then exponentially
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damped by the thermostat. As the pulling velocity is increased the dynamics turns gradually
into a smooth-sliding regime, as shown in Fig. A.1c,d. Chains of a few tens of ions may be more
easily stabilized inside a trap. We performed simulations with a 35-ions chain, using the same
parameters as above. In this case the central ion-ion spacing is larger and corresponds to ao ≈ 30
λ. As shown in Fig. A.2a we observed that stick-slip motion is again preserved in this case as
well for small enough average pulling velocities. The slip amplitude is larger than that observed
for the 101-ions chain indicating a stronger pinning to the substrate, as is reasonable to expect
given a larger prevalence of extremities. From the plot of the temperature of Fig. A.2b we see
that small adjustments of the inner ions occur, which give rise to small peaks in Tcm, however
without proper precursor events due to the reduced size of the chain.
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Appendix B
Equilibrium Misalignment and Dissipation in Colloidal
Monolayers
Figure B.1: A small region of the particle system optimized at rest in pbc. Particles are colored
according to the local substrate potential W (x, y). (a) Aligned (θ = 0) configuration obtained
at U0 = 0.09. (b) Configuration obtained at U0 = 0.18, showing a spontaneous misalignment
angle θ ≃ 2.3◦, whose effect is greatly magnified in the corresponding moiré pattern, rotated by
ψ ≈ 30◦ with respect to (a). An extended defect (at the left side) and a vacancy (pointed at by
the arrow) appear, adapting the misaligned particle lattice to the constraint introduced by the
pbc.
B.1 Spontaneous misalignment in pbc simulations
We briefly comment here about results regarding the static properties of incommensurate mono-
layers obtained in pbc, which further demonstrate the strong tendency of the colloidal crystal to
develop, in full equilibrium, a misalignment angle with respect to the substrate potential lattice.
Equilibrium configurations at different values of U0 were generated as follows. We started with
a perfect colloidal crystal at θ = 0 at fixed ρ = 89/94. A first series of zero-temperature (T = 0)
damped molecular-dynamics simulations was carried out increasing the substrate potential am-
plitude in steps ∆U = 0.01 from U0 = 0 → 0.5, relaxing the monolayer at each step until no
appreciable movement of the colloids was observed. A second series of configurations was gener-
ated starting with a corrugation amplitude U0 = 0.5, decreasing it in steps ∆U = −0.05 down
to U0 = 0 and performing an annealing protocol from T = 1 → 0 at each step. The stability
of each of these annealed structures was subsequently tested by further carrying out parallel
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Figure B.2: The polar plot shows the ratio pθoptfric /p
0
fric between the dynamic friction of the
aligned (θ = 0) and optimally rotated (θopt = 4◦) monolayers in obc as a function of the
direction ϕ of the driving force Fd. Results refer to simulation parameters Fd = 0.36, U0 = 0.27,
ρ = 0.927. In general we found pfric to be independent on ϕ on the whole range [0, 2π] and for
any island orientation θ.
T = 0 relaxations varying the corrugation amplitude in steps ∆U = ±0.01 (both upward and
downward), until U0 = 0 or U0 = 0.5 were reached. For each value of U0, among all the con-
figurations generated from these two procedures we eventually selected the one with the lowest
total energy. The resulting lowest-energy configuration is usually aligned for small corrugation
U0, and develops spontaneous misalignment, see Fig. B.1, above a certain corrugation threshold.
Since pbc are satisfied by a perfect lattice only at θ = 0◦ an extended defect must be accom-
modated in the rotated monolayer. Of course, both signs of θ = ±2.3◦ should be found with
equal probability in a sufficiently large statistics of configurations. In practice we did not pursue
this sign statistics, and concentrated on a single series of configurations, conventionally with
positive misalignment angle. Only above U0 = 0.17 the cost of the defect is overcompensated
by the better interdigitation occurring at θ = 2.3◦. This threshold value is size dependent since
the energy cost of the defect relative to the energy gained by the interaction with the substrate
decreases with increasing supercell size. In agreement with that, we found that at smaller sizes
the aligned configurations survive up to larger values of U0. The defect artifacts introduced by
pbc are overcome in the obc simulations, where rotations and misalignment can occur unimpeded
and the angular degree of freedom is more easily explored, as discussed in the Section 3.3.
B.2 Dissipation at different driving force orientations
All the results reported in Section 3.3 were obtained by dragging our model island monolayer
along the x-axis, corresponding to a high symmetry crystalline direction of the substrate poten-
tial. We verified that this arbitrary choice does not induce artifacts by performing simulations
varying the direction ϕ of the external driving force Fd. The results are shown in Fig. B.2. We
found that pfric is almost independent of the direction of Fd for any monolayer orientation θ,
and so it is the increase of dynamic friction at the optimal misalignment θopt with respect to the
aligned case θ = 0.
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Figure B.3: Static structure optimization. Total energy per particle as a function of the
misalignment angle θ for two different incommensurate mismatched ratios ρ = 0.927 (a) and
ρ = 0.84 (b), obtained after optimization in obc at different corrugations U0 = 0.18, 0.27. In both
cases the preferred orientation involves a small but nonzero misalignment angle with respect to
the periodic lattice potential. Vertical dashed lines indicate the theoretical Novaco-McTague
angle expected from Eq. (3.10).
B.3 Static and dynamic properties at different mismatch ratios
As a test on the general conditions under which rotational epitaxy is expected to occur in our
model obc island we considered three different values of the lattice mismatch ratio ρ = 0.84,
0.927, 1.08 and searched for the minimum of the total energy as a function of the misfit angle θ.
Figure B.3 reports results obtained in the two distinct underdense incommensurate cases ρ < 1.
The full range 0 < θ < 30◦ of independent values of θ is considered, demonstrating the existence
of a unique minimum θopt, not considering the equivalent angles at θopt+kπ/3. In all cases θopt is
found to be somewhat larger than the corresponding Novaco-Mc Tague orientation θNM = 2.6◦,
5.8◦, expected from Eq. (3.10), respectively for ρ = 0.927, 0.84. Figure B.4 displays the total
energy as a function of θ for the overdense ρ = 1.08. The theoretical NM angle is θNM = 2.6◦.
The minimum is found in correspondence of θopt ≃ 3◦, closer to the expected value than what
was found in the underdense regimes. In this overdense case, moving toward the periphery the
average colloid spacing tends to get commensurate to the corrugation potential, favouring smaller
epitaxial angles.
Let us consider now dissipation under sliding of our model monolayer island. In the over-
dense regime the misfit stress is confined in local compressions rather than dilations. Due to the
exponential form of the repulsive interaction the cost of compressions is higher, so that, at equal
corrugation U0, distortions are weaker than in the underdense case. Consequently the dissipative
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Figure B.4: Static structure optimization. Total energy per particle as a function of θ obtained
in obc at the overdense ρ = 1.08, for different corrugations U0. The dashed line indicates the
expected value θNM ≃ 2.6◦ from Eq. (3.10).
Figure B.5: Sliding dynamics in obc. Dissipated friction power pfric as a function of θ obtained
at ρ = 1.08, driving forces Fd = 0.18, 0.27, 0.36, corrugation U0 = 0.18 (a), U0 = 0.27 (b), and
T = 0.
sliding of the aligned and optimally tilted configuration is not very different and the difference in
pfric is reduced compared to the underdense regime. Nonetheless, far away from θopt a significant
drop of the dynamic friction is still observed, as shown in Fig. B.5.
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Figure B.6: (a) Structure factor calculated considering a central circular region of radius
R = 40 of the island in obc equilibrated at Troom, U0 = 0, ρ = 0.927. (b) Distribution Pr of the
nearest neighbor distance in the central region of the island at Troom. The asymmetry of the
distribution toward large values of r is due to the inhomogeneity of the island.
B.4 Temperature effects
The Novaco-Mc Tague harmonic theory [151] assumes zero temperature. Without attempting
a rigorous investigation of the problem here we anticipate, based on Eq. (3.10) and on finite-
temperature simulations, that thermal effects do not affect the main conclusions obtained at
T = 0, presented in Section 3.3.
Within a mean-field theory, such as a quasi-harmonic approximation, one may still use T = 0
results with thermally renormalized constants. The two parameters defining θNM are the mis-
match ratio ρ = al/ac and the sound velocity ratio η = cL/cT . The mismatch ratio is under
control as one can always set the desired incommensuration by fixing the average lattice spacing
〈ac〉. Of course ac will be characterized by a broader distribution at T 6= 0. Changes in the
sound velocities are also irrelevant if the effects of temperature on the crystal properties act
simply as a renormalization of the 2-body interaction. Under this hypothesis η is expected to be
weakly affected since, as it turns out, its value is mainly determined by the symmetries of the
lattice 1. Therefore in a mean-field treatment, the rotated epitaxy is expected to survive with
only quantitative changes related to lattice thermal expansion.
The peak in the dynamic friction is connected with the increased interdigitation of the mono-
layer within the substrate occurring at θopt. At the optimal angular orientation solitons are en-
hanced, which is reflected in the larger distortions observed in the colloidal crystal (Fig. 3.8, 3.10),
and their motion is more dissipative. At room temperature (kBTroom ≈ 0.04 in simulation units)
we observed that such solitonic superstructures are preserved for corrugations U0 > 0.1 and
dynamic friction does indeed increase near the optimal misalignment. We performed simulations
at Troom adopting a conventional Langevin approach in our model monolayer in obc. Starting
configurations are generated first by equilibrating the island at zero corrugation U0 = 0. The
crystalline order of the system is preserved at room temperature, as shown in Fig. B.6. Actually
thermal effects are very weak as one can see from the relatively small broadening of the distribu-
tion Pr of the nearest neighbor distances. This is due to the fact that the interparticle interaction
at ac is already of order ∼ kBTroom and it increases exponentially at smaller distances.
We then set a mismatch ratio ρ = 0.927 and rotated the monolayer at various misalignment
angles θ = 0 → 10◦, equilibrating each configuration at U0 = 0.18, 0.27. At finite temperature,
1For any pair potential displaying a minimum and considering only nearest neighbors interactions, in a 2D
triangular lattice cL/cT =
√
3 is an exact result. Within the nearest-neighbors approximation the same result
holds for the Yukawa potential of our interest for ac ≫ λD, a condition generally satisfied in actual experiments.

















Figure B.7: The dissipated friction power pfric as a function of θ at Troom. Simulations
have been performed in obc, fixing ρ = 0.927, driving force Fd = 0.36 and corrugations
U0 = 0.18, 0.27.
running a sufficiently long simulation, the monolayer should rotate spontaneously toward its
optimal angular orientation. In practice in no simulations we did observe any appreciable change
in the orientation of the crystal. Thus, the main result here is that the simulated dependence of
the average energy confirms the persistence of the epitaxial rotation at finite temperature.
Figure B.7 shows the dissipated power pfric as a function of the misalignment angle θ for two
intermediate substrate corrugations U0 = 0.18, 0.27 and driving force Fd = 0.36. Similar to the
results at T = 0 a friction peak arises at θ = 3◦ − 4◦, corresponding to the (T = 0) optimal
orientation of the colloidal monolayer. Thus the friction boost caused by the epitaxial rotation
survives at finite temperature, of course in a regime where the colloid is still "solid" and not
fluid. The peak in the dynamic friction is connected with the increased interdigitation of the
monolayer within the substrate occurring at θopt.
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